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Abstract
In order to acquire a deeper understanding of interactions between objects on the nanometer scale, the development of new scientific techniques and methods is of central significance. A comprehensive understanding of frictional aspects on this scale helps to pave the
way towards innovative material developments.
Friction on the nanometer scale is experimentally accessible since the advent of friction
force microscopy (FFM) by Mate et al. in 1986. A fine tip at one end of a microscopically
small cantilever touches a sample surface and lateral forces lead to deflections of the lever
beam which are directly linked with static friction interactions between atoms.
This thesis focuses on a further experimental approach which is referred to as dynamic
friction force microscopy (dynamic FFM). A lateral sample modulation combined with
dynamic frictional interactions between tip and surface leads to bending or torsional oscillations of the lever, depending on the configuration.
A fractional resonance excitation with a frequency below the natural eigenfrequency of
the cantilever beam can lead to a non-linear oscillation state, consisting of stick and slip
interactions between tip and surface.
If the excitation amplitude remains small, this causes a linear response where the tip sticks
to the surface and directly follows the modulation movement. The cantilever oscillates at
the excitation frequency. As soon as the excitation amplitude exceeds a certain threshold,
a non-linear tip sliding mechanism sets in, which causes oscillations of the cantilever beam
at its resonance frequency.
For friction imaging, a lock-in amplifier scheme detects the arising resonant frequency
component, which is directly connected with the transition from static-to-sliding of the
tip. A feedback approach monitors the transition amplitude and images local friction of
sample surfaces. This approach provides information about frictional properties of surfaces, which can be mapped with very high sensitivity.
Furthermore, this off-resonant excitation technique is extremely sensitive to subtle surface
defects. Atomic discoordinations at defects lead to variations in the atomic interaction potential with surface atoms, which is also referred to as Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier. Increased
non-linear frictional tip-sample interactions at defects lead to an increased excitation of
resonance oscillations. Surface steps and grain boundaries can clearly be identified and
model simulations confirm a contrast mechanism.
Further, the complete resonance behavior of the cantilever is analyzed by using a fast band
excitation scheme. Surface elasticity and topographical cross-talk with nanoparticles can
furthermore play an important role for the image contrast formation.
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1 Introduction
Tribology is the basic science which addresses the root causes and effects of friction [1].
The movement of a body on a surface is usually connected with losses of kinetic energy.
Interactions at the interface between body and surface lead to a force which opposes the
movement direction and mechanic energy of the directed macroscopic movement is transferred into undirected microscopic thermal vibrations of molecules and atoms.
Wear and abrasion of surfaces are closely linked with the dissipative mechanism of friction.
A seemingly smooth surface on macroscopic scales offers a large number of microscopically
small asperities [2]. This surface roughness leads to abrasion at the interface of two bodies.
A relative movement causes plastic deformations of micro-contacts and a damaging of the
surface structure [3]. In the field of mechanical engineering for example, the quality and
durability of surfaces are of central significance. Lubricants reduce friction and abrasive
wear at the interface and extends the lifetime of structural components.
An increased wear due to an unfavorable increased surface-to-volume ratio on a microscopic scale is particularly important in the field of small devices and components like
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [4]. Comparatively higher friction and adhesion
results and correspondingly microscopic devices quickly become useless.
A first description of friction on macroscopic scales was given by Leonardo da Vinci (1495)
and was later rediscovered by Guillaume Amontons (1699) [1]. These phenomenological
principles can be summarized as follows:

1. Friction Ffriction is proportional to the applied load Fload .
2. Friction Ffriction does not depend on the apparent contact area Acontact .
3. Kinetic friction is independent of the sliding velocity vslide .

The first and second principles are also known as Amoton’s law. The third law is named
after Charles-Augustin de Coulomb and refers to dry friction. In an alternative representation, friction can be expressed by introducing the dimensionless friction coefficient µ
[1]

Ffriction = µ · Fload .

1

(1.1)

Generally, µ is divided into a static friction coefficient µstatic and a sliding friction coefficient µsliding [5]. The static friction force is usually increased compared to the friction
force during sliding. Moreover, plastic deformations at the interface result in a growth of
micro-contacts (creep) and the static friction coefficient µstatic (t) increases with the resting
time [5].
Different approaches exist for a scientific investigation of frictional interactions at interfaces on different length scales. A common instrument for measuring the sliding friction
coefficient between two materials on macroscopic scales is the tribometer [6]. A defined
load force presses both materials against each other. An oscillating linear or a rotating
relative movement can be applied for an estimation of the coefficient.
The surface force apparatus (SFA) is a first approach to measure forces between atomically smooth surfaces [7]. A piezoelectrical transducer approaches a surface to another
surface which is held by a spring. Interaction forces on the very small nanometer scale
(Van-der-Waals forces) can be measured by multiple beam interferometry.
Friction force microscopy (FFM) describes a special measuring setup where lateral friction
forces on the atomic scale can be detected [8]. The basic idea is the approach of a wire with
an infinitely fine tip to a surface. Deflections of the wire reflect forces at the tip-sample
contact and can be detected for example by optical interferometry. In a first measurement,
the relative movement between a tip and a graphite surface shows discontinuous jumps of
the tip which is also denoted as atomic stick-slip [8].
The Prandtl-Tomlinson model is a first approach which describes the friction mechanism
for a point-like tip inside the periodic potential of a surface [1]. A quasi-static movement
of a single-atom tip dissipates energy during jumps from one stable position into the next
stable position on the surface. In contrast, the point-like tip can also slide continuously in
the conservative surface potential without stick-slip [9]. Superlubricity arises and energy
dissipation does not take place.
The assumption of a single-atom tip is just a simplification and various conditions and
parameters in the interpretation of FFM experiments have to be considered. For example,
thermal vibrations of atoms due to a finite temperature can induce stick to slip jumps even
in a resting period [10]. The material of tip and substrate, the load force, the temperature,
the relative velocity and the real contact area of the tip are parameters which influence
the interaction at the tip-surface contact [11].
A further development for friction measurements on the nanometer scale is dynamic friction force microscopy (dynamic FFM) [12]. In principle, the friction contact between a
cantilever tip and an oscillating surface induces cantilever beam vibrations. This oscillation can be detected and provides insights into the dynamic interaction at the tip-sample
contact.
Within this thesis a fractional resonance excitation technique in dynamic FFM is developed. Theoretical considerations and basic models to describe frictional interaction on the
nanometer scale are presented first. In a second step, the experimental setup is introduced
in detail. Furthermore, an innovative dynamic technique is presented which can measure
the local friction force at the stick-to-slip transition of a tip on a surface. This technical
approach can also be applied on graphite to investigate the constitution of surfaces. A
topographical influence on the signal is investigated on metallic nanoparticles. Finally,
surface defects like surface steps, grain boundaries and single-defects are revealed on the
carbon model system HOPG.

2

2 Friction Force Microscopy
Nanotribology comprises fundamental concepts and experiments which describe frictional
interactions between solids on the nanometer scale [1]. The invention of scanning probe
techniques paved the way towards instruments which can measure interactions well below
the physical limit of diffraction. Since the introduction of the atomic force microscope
(AFM) by Binnig et al. [13], similar instrumental concepts and setups were designed
to detect additional physical properties like friction. In this chapter, the experimental
setup and applications of friction force microscopy (FFM) by Mate et al. [8] are presented
which is one of the basic instruments to measure tribological interactions on the nanometer
scale. Approaches and concepts describe basic properties of frictional interactions between
a sharp tip and a sample surface.

2.1 The Friction Force Microscope
The contact area of two plane surfaces on the macroscopic scale depends on the apparent
contact area. Taking a closer look, surface roughness on the micrometer scale reduces the
area at the interface significantly (Fig. 2.1 (a)) and a multi-asperity contact impedes an
interpretation of frictional interactions.
The contact between a sample surface and a single asperity is one of the basic ideas for
friction measurements on the nanometer scale. A deeper understanding of friction interactions is principally based on the invention of friction force microscopy by Mate et al. [8].
They brought an etched tip of a tungsten wire into contact with a graphite sample and
forced it across its surface. Deflections of the wire were detected by optical interferometry
and gave a direct access to frictional interactions at the atomic scale.

Figure 2.1: (a) The surface roughness on the micrometer scale decreases the contact area of two
flat surfaces. (b) A well-defined contact between a tip and surface on the nanometer scale allows
precise interpretations of friction measurements.
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Figure 2.2: The basic setup of a friction force microscope. A cantilever reflects the interaction
between a tip and a sample surface. A four-quadrant diode detects lateral deflections of a laserpointer caused by friction forces at the contact. Furthermore, the vertical diode signal corresponds
with the surface topography.

Nowadays, the tungsten wire is replaced by geometrically well-defined cantilevers. Depending on its application the lever can be shaped in various different ways. A typical
friction force microscopy setup in Fig. 2.2 depicts a bar-shaped cantilever with a sharp
tip at its end [14]. A laser pointer reflects lever deflections caused by lateral interactions
between tip and surface and a four-quadrant diode separates topographical and frictional
information depending on how laser intensity is distributed on the diode [15]. Friction
corresponds with signal variations in lateral directions and is proportional to an intensity
distribution on the individual diode quadrants according to
(A + C) − (B + D),

(2.1)

whereas the topography of a surface leads to vertical deflections and is proportional to a
signal which corresponds with
(A + B) − (C + D).

4

(2.2)

Figure 2.3: (a) The interaction force between two atoms depends on their distance r. Attractive
and repulsive forces in the Lennard-Jones potential form an equilibrium position which is occupied
by the atoms. (b) The atomic coordination of a crystalline solid (lattice constant a = 0.3 nm)
leads to a lateral surface potential V (x) with sinusoidal shape. Parameters for calculation are
taken from [16] (E0 = 1 eV, r0 = 0.45 nm).

2.2 Point-Contact Friction
In friction force microscopy (FFM) the torsion of a cantilever usually reflects frictional
interactions between tip and sample surface. An atomic corrugation of the surface and
dissipative forces at the contact determine the friction signal. A simple approach describes
atomic stick-slip movements of a point-like tip located inside a harmonic surface potential.
The interactions can be used in Newton’s equation of motion to describe the movement
of the tip.

2.2.1 Lateral Surface Potential
When two atoms approach one another Fig. 2.3 (a), attractive and repulsive forces leave
them in an equilibrium distance r0 . At higher distances electrostatic forces are present
which attract the atoms. Contrarily, at smaller distances
p an overlap of their orbitals leads
to a repulsive force. Depending on the distance r = x2 + y 2 + z 2 , the phenomenological
Lennard-Jones potential V (r) describes the interaction energy
V (r) = E0

 
r 12
0

r

−2·

 r 6 
0

r

.

(2.3)

Several solids are built up of crystalline structures, where atoms are arranged periodically.
A two-dimensional example presented by Hölscher et al. [16] determines the lateral potential V (r) of an atom which approaches towards a surface. The interaction energy between
all atoms i of the solid with a distance ri has to be summed up
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V (r) =

N
X

E0

i



r0
ri

12

−2·



r0
ri

6 !

.

(2.4)

The atom remains in its equilibrium z-position at the surface. Without any load force
F (z) = 0 the first partial derivation of the potential V (r) in z-direction equals zero at
these locations

F (z) = −

∂V (r)
= 0.
∂z

(2.5)

In Fig. 2.3 (b) the resulting lateral sinusoidal potential V (x) for each x-position of the
surface is depicted. Conservative lateral forces affect the atom and are derived from the
first partial derivation of the potential V (r) in x-direction

F (x) = −

∂V (r)
.
∂x

(2.6)

For interpretations of experiments in friction force microscopy, it is often assumed that the
last atom of a cantilever tip interacts with the lateral potential V (x) of a surface [16]. A
scanning movement of the cantilever tip leads to a periodically occurring interaction force
which is caused by the atomic coordination of the sample material. A model describes the
main properties of this interaction by taking relevant parameters into account.

2.2.2 Prandtl-Tomlinson Model
A basic model named after L. Prandtl and G.A. Tomlinson [17, 18] provides a simple
approach to describe the movement of a cantilever tip in contact with the atomic potential
of a surface (Fig. 2.4 (a)). A spring keff represents the stiffness of a point-like contact
between cantilever tip and sample surface [19]. A support is connected with the spring
and performs a scanning movement. Depending on the positions of support xsupport and
tip x in relation to the surface potential V (x), the potential energy of the tip Etip can be
determined. If the support moves with constant velocity xsupport = vx · t, the potential
energy Etip is given by
Etip (x, t) = V (x) + 1/2 · keff (x − vx · t)2 .

(2.7)

The conservative energy Etip (x) of the tip in a sinusoidal surface potential V (x) = V0 /2 ·
cos(2π/a · x) (Fig. 2.4 (b)) depends on the support xsupport position, the lattice constant
a and the atomic corrugation V0 . In a quasi-static case, the tip can rest motionless in
positions, where conservative forces vanish
∂Etip
= 0,
∂x

6

(2.8)

Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic illustration of the classical Prandtl-Tomlinson model. A point-like tip
in contact with a surface is located inside a surface potential minimum (η = 22.4 > 1). A spring
keff = 0.5 N/m pulls the tip across the surface and the tip fulfills atomic stick-slip movements.
(b) The overall potential of surface and spring depicts local minima which get unstable due to a
scanning movement of the support.

and the condition for a local minimum is fulfilled
∂ 2 Etip
> 0.
∂x2

(2.9)

A movement of the support leads to increased spring deflections and effects unstable rest
positions. A jump of the tip into a next position is induced at potential saddle points,
where the sign of the second derivative changes
∂ 2 Etip
= 0.
∂x2

(2.10)

The shape of the potential curve and number of potential minima in Fig. 2.4 (b) are
influenced by different model parameters. Surface corrugation V0 , lattice constant a and
especially the effective spring constant keff determine the factor

η=

2π 2 V0
.
keff a2

(2.11)

For η > 1, keff is in a moderate range compared to the surface potential and multiple
local energy minima in the potential curve are present. The tip follows the support in
a discontinuous way which is denoted as atomic stick-slip motion. In this case, critical
positions x∗ , where stick to slip can take place depend on the parameter η [20]

7

Figure 2.5: (a) A cantilever tip in contact with a sample surface during atomic stick-slip movement. The lever is almost relaxed due to its comparable high stiffness (klever >> kcontact ) and
the force to displace the contact is given by kcontact · ∆x. (b) Dynamic oscillations of the lever in
contact with the surface. The resonance frequency fres is mainly governed by the torsional spring
constant klever .

a
arccos
x =
2π
∗

 
1
.
η

(2.12)

In several publications the atomic stick-slip mechanism is successfully used to describe
measured friction interactions for different experimental parameters and sample systems
[8, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].
In the case of a stiffer spring (η < 1), the spring force dominates the overall potential
and atomic stick-slip is not possible. Multiple local minima are not present and Eq.
2.12 has no solution so that the tip slides continuously across the surfaces. It moves
in a conservative potential without dissipation. Within this concept, Socoliuc et al [9]
demonstrated vanishing dissipation experimentally for a silicon cantilever in contact with
a NaCl(001) surface. Furthermore, an actuation of contacts can lead to vanishing friction
interactions [26].

2.2.3 Effective Spring Constant
For a description of atomic stick-slip within the Prandtl-Tomlinson model, the effective
spring constant keff of the contact between tip and sample is discussed by Carpick et al.
[27]. In this approach the contact in experiments is built up of two virtual springs.
At first the sample surface is represented by a plane with a spring constant kcontact and
secondly, the sphere of a tip is part of the cantilever with its own stiffness klever . Both
springs are switched in series so that an effective spring constant keff results. The effective
lateral stiffness of a contact between tip and surface is consequently given by

keff =



1
klever

+

8

1
kcontact

−1

.

(2.13)

Figure 2.6: Simulated atomic stick-slip movement of a cantilever tip in the atomic potential of
Fig. 2.3 (b). The point- like tip (m = 1 · 10−10 kg) of an over-damped oscillator (black line) with k
= 3 N/m is located at minima positions of the surface potential. Tip oscillations are suppressed by
sufficient damping γ = 5.5 · 10−5 Ns/m. An increasing spring force during scanning (vx = 5 · 10−7
m/s) leads to unstable potential minima positions and stick to slip movements occur. An additional
constant friction force Ffriction = 0.5 nN (red dashed line) leads to a force offset of atomic stick-slip
and the amount of dissipated energy is increased.

A realistic contact stiffness is in the order of kcontact = 1 N/m [26]. In comparison, the
lateral stiffness of a cantilever is in the order of 100 N/m. The effective spring constant
consequently represents the contact stiffness [9]
keff ≈ kcontact .

(2.14)

This description is extended in [28, 29], where the stiffness of the lever tip ktip also contributes to the effective lateral stiffness.

2.2.4 Stick-Slip Simulation of a Point-like Tip
Atomic stick-slip represents a quasi-static motion of a cantilever tip on surfaces. During
jumps from energetic higher to energetic lower levels in the conservative potential, the
energy difference ∆E is instantaneously dissipated in the slip parts. Releasing phonons,
as well as electronic excitations are responsible for dissipation [30]. Despite of an existing
spring force keff , kinetic energy Ekin is not available during sticking and the tip remains
motionless in its stable positions.
The time dependent movement of a point-like tip xtip in Fig. 2.4 can be determined by
Newton’s equation of motion [31]. All acting forces are separated into conservative and
dissipative forces for further discussions

9

mtip · ẍtip = Fconservative + Fdissipative .

(2.15)

Spring force Fspring and lateral interaction force Fx = −∂V (xtip )/∂xtip form the conservative part of the equation

Fconservative = kcontact (xsupport − xtip ) −

∂V (xtip )
.
∂xtip

(2.16)

In this presentation the equation describes a simple harmonic oscillator which is located
inside the atomic interaction potential. If kinetic energy is present, the tip vibrates inside the conservative potential without dissipation. The tip oscillation slows down when
frictional energy losses come into effect. A velocity-dependent friction constant γ can be
introduced which opposes the direction of motion and describes viscous damping [31]
Fdissipative = −γ · vtip .

(2.17)

Except from the surface potential interaction, a linear damped oscillator results. This
approach has been successfully used to describe several results and aspects of friction
measurements on the nanometer-scale [2, 32, 33]. In order to suppress oscillations of
the tip during support movements vx , critical damping of the spring-tip system can be
considered [31]
γ =2·

p
mtip keff .

(2.18)

In Fig. 2.6 a numerical integration of the equation depicts an example for a calculated
atomic stick-slip movement. A movement of the support vx forces the point-like tip across
the surface potential of Fig. 2.3. For an over-damped system (black line) the tip sticks
to the surface until the spring force pulls it out of the surface potential minima. The
gradient of the slopes during sticking represents the lateral stiffness dF/dx = keff of the
contact [29, 27, 28]. The enclosed area corresponds with dissipated energy caused by
viscous damping during the slip parts of the tip motion.
Zwörner et al [34] revealed that friction on different carbon compounds is independent
of velocity vx concerning a wide range of sliding speeds. Derived from the macroscopic
description of Coulomb friction, as presented for example by McMillan [35], a constant
friction value Ffriction ≥ 0 can additionally affect the tip during sliding
Fdissipative = −Ffriction · sgn (vtip ) − γ · vtip .

(2.19)

In Fig. 2.6 the dashed red line represents a quasi-static tip movement. The spring is
initially preloaded caused by the constant friction force Ffriction before the tip jumps out of
stable positions. Atomic stick-slip sets in and the amount of dissipated energy is increased.
This approach of tip and surface interactions captures the essential parameters to simulate
atomic stick-slip movements.
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Figure 2.7: Free oscillation of a cantilever beam (a). Dynamic excitations lead to vibrations of
torsional or flexural eigenmodes. Two flexural modes are depicted for a cantilever which is clamped
at both ends (b, c). Depending on the excitation frequency in longitudinal direction the first, the
second, as well as higher eigenmodes (not shown) can be brought into resonance.

2.3 Vibrations of Cantilever Eigenmodes
In principle, a cantilever is a vibratory bar with specified resonance frequencies fres for
each vibrational mode (Fig. 2.5 (b)) [36, 37, 38, 39]. In dynamic atomic force microscopy
(dAFM) for example, a dither piezo at the base of a cantilever can excite resonance vibrations of a specific eigenmode while the tip interacts with the surface potential [37].
In contact resonance microscopy (CR-AFM) furthermore, surface vibrations excite lever
oscillations to measure elastic properties of sample surfaces [40, 41]. The sensitivity of
dynamic measurements can be increased if the cantilever oscillates around its torsional or
flexural eigenmodes [40].
Depending on the excitation direction and frequency, different torsional or flexural modes
can be brought into vibration. Mechanical properties, geometry of the lever, as well as
experimental boundary conditions govern the exact resonance frequencies. In Fig. 2.7 (b,
c) two flexural modes are depicted which can be used for excitations in dynamic friction
force microscopy.
However, up to now, attention is focused on a tip of an almost relaxed cantilever in contact
with the atomic potential of a sample surface. Vibrations during sliding over a surface are
suppressed due to frictional damping. As a first step towards an appropriate description of
dynamic excitations in friction force microscopy, one can consider a cantilever tip which is
deflected several nanometers from its equilibrium position. The conservative spring force
stores potential energy in the spring-tip system and dominates the interaction. In this
case the tip oscillates around its equilibrium position and the dynamic movement of the
tip is determined by mechanical properties of the corresponding lever mode.
In a realistic case, friction interactions at the tip-sample contact lead to losses of mechanic
energy and cause a decay of the oscillation amplitude. Parameters like load force and
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Figure 2.8: (a) An increased spring constant keff = 10 N/m reduces the influence of the atomic
potential (η = 1.12 ≈ 1). (b) A point-like tip oscillates over the surface, where the overall potential
converges towards the potential of the spring force. A contribution of the surface potential can be
neglected with increasing spring constant.

contact area influence friction interactions in experiments [11].

2.3.1 Simulation of Dynamic Cantilever Oscillations
For simulations of dynamic oscillations of cantilever eigenmodes, the equation of motion
can be modified, where the effective spring constant keff describes the stiffness klever of the
corresponding mode
keff = klever .

(2.20)

The tip oscillates around its equilibrium point and positions xtip are consequently derived
from

m · ẍtip = −klever · xtip −

∂V (xtip )
− Ffriction · sgn (vtip ) − γ · vtip .
∂xtip

(2.21)

In this context, an important aspect has to be addressed which relates to the linearity of
the system. Besides a possible contribution of the surface potential, the discontinuous sgnfunction evokes a non-linear equation of motion and can describe non-linear oscillations
[42].
The equation of motion Eq. 2.21 is used to simulate a tip oscillation (Fig. 2.9) in the
atomic potential. A spring klever = 175 N/m is connected with a support (Fig. 2.8) and
an initial deflection of x0 = 5 nm leads to an oscillation of the point-like tip. Energy
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Figure 2.9: Amplitude envelope for an oscillation of a point-like tip m = 1.23 · 10−9 kg inside the
atomic potential of Fig. 2.3. The spring force (k = 175 N/m) leads to an oscillation at its natural
frequency and the amplitude decreases due to damping (γ = 4.5 · 10−5 Ns/m, Ffriction = 0.5 nN).

dissipation causes a decay of the oscillation amplitude. Taking the exponential decay rate
δ into account

δ=

γ
,
2·m

(2.22)

the tip amplitude can be described as a function of time t
xtip = x0 e−δt cos(2π fres · t).

(2.23)

The tip reaches high velocities during oscillation and dissipation is obviously dominated
by the viscous damping parameter γ. A comparably small constant friction force Ffriction is
negligible in this case and the atomic potential has no further influence on the oscillation.
For this reason, energy losses during oscillations can be determined. Potential energy
E which is stored in the spring behaves proportionally to the square of the oscillation
amplitude. Taking account of the exponential decay rate δ, energy dissipation per time
unit is consequently given by
dE
= Ė = −2 · δ · E.
dt

(2.24)

The Q factor describes a ratio of stored energy in the system in relation to energy losses
during one oscillation cycle [43]
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Figure 2.10: A fast Fourier transformation of the temporal oscillation in Fig. 2.9. The width
of the distribution is directly related to energy losses at the tip-surface contact. A fitted Lorenz
curve exhibits useful information like the quality of the system (Q = 10.2).

Q=

E·ω
2π · f · m
ω
=
.
=
2
·
δ
γ
−Ė

(2.25)

The quality factor Q is often used to specify damping in mechanical systems. In Fig.
2.10 a fast Fourier transformation of the exponential decay exhibits a distribution of the
Fourier components around the resonance frequency fres . The width of the distribution is
directly related to damping, respectively the quality factor Q of the oscillation [44].
For a detection of quality factors in FFM experiments, experimental methods can be
applied which exhibit and analyze oscillation responses of cantilevers within an adequate
frequency band.

2.3.2 Dynamic Excitations of Cantilever Oscillations
In Fig. 2.9 the oscillation is left to its own resources and decreases due to damping. The
resonance curves of mechanical systems like cantilevers can be investigated in experiments
for a detection of damping. For example, a series of single-frequency modulations covering
a frequency range around the resonance is usable to measure the amplitude response [44].
The amplitude distribution A(ω) around the free resonance frequency ωres = 2πfres is
described by a Lorenz curve [45]
F0 /m
A(ω) = p
,
2
2
(ωres − ω )2 + (ω · ωres /Q)2
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(2.26)

Figure 2.11: A single-asperity contact between a cantilever tip and surface leads to deformations
and an increased contact area. Lateral friction depends on experimental parameters like load force,
adhesion and mechanical properties of tip and surface.

where F0 corresponds with an external driving force and m with the effective mass of the
system. In Fig. 2.10 this function is fitted to the components of the Fourier transformation
and Q factors in experiments can be extracted from derived data in this way.
The phase relation between excitation and oscillation is given by

tan φ =

ω · ωres /Q
.
2 − ω2
ωres

(2.27)

In conclusion, the dynamic treatment of Eq. 2.21 provides a basis for interpretations of
experimental data in dynamic friction force microscopy. Here, dissipative friction forces
between tip and surface govern the oscillation, whereas a contribution of the atomic potential can be neglected. However, one has to note that the picture of a point-like tip in
contact with the atomic potential of a surface is rather simplified.
For a better understanding of results, a more comprehensive and improved description of
the contact between tip and surface is required.

2.4 Friction depending on the Contact Properties
Realistic contact areas in friction force microscopy are in the range of several nanometers
to tens of nanometers. These dimensions involve thousands of atoms which determine
interactions between tip and sample. In order to overcome the simplified approach of a
point-like contact, further frictional aspects have to be considered. Adhesive forces and
structural lubricity for example influence lateral forces at the interface.
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Figure 2.12: Friction forces, depending on normal forces, are illustrated for two different contact
radii R and experimentally found coefficients C̃ in [46]. Small friction forces result for a small tip
on a clean amorphous carbon surface under argon atmosphere. Higher friction results in the cases
of an increased tip radius on amorphous carbon under ambient conditions.

2.4.1 Contact Area between Tip and Surface
A cantilever tip in contact with a sample surface performs pressure to the surface and
consequently deforms the surface elastically. Mechanical stress depends on the load force
Fload and deformations of the surface (Fig. 2.11) increase the contact area Acont .
Taking account of adhesive forces between tip and surface, Schwarz et al. [46] investigated
lateral friction forces Ffriction on different carbon compounds within the Hertz-plus-offset
model. Here, the contact area Acont between a flat surface and the sphere of a tip apex is
described by

Acont = π



RFn
K

2/3

,

(2.28)

where R is the tip radius. The elastic modulus K of the contact is determined by Young’s
moduli E and the Poisson ratio ν of tip and surface

4
K=
3

2
1 − νtip

Etip

2
1 − νsurf
+
Esurf

!−1

.

(2.29)

Besides the load force, additional attractive forces Fattr on this scale come into effect and
have to be considered
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Figure 2.13: The transition from static to sliding friction. (a) A tip sticks to a surface and a
spring force (b) starts to pull it out of its resting position. The tip starts to slide after static
friction Fstatic was reached and the force Fslide which maintains a sliding with constant velocity is
smaller.

Fn = Fload + Fattr .

(2.30)

Friction performs shear stress onto the surface which is defined by the frictional force per
unit area

S = Ffriction /Acont ,

(2.31)

These considerations and contact parameters determine lateral friction forces Ffriction

Ffriction = πS



R
K

2/3

Fn2/3 = CFn2/3 .

(2.32)

For the sake of simplicity, the authors introduced a size-independent coefficient which
describes an effective friction coefficient C̃ for a point-like single asperity
Ffriction = CFn2/3 = C̃R2/3 Fn2/3 .

(2.33)

Fig. 2.12 illustrates the dependence of lateral friction on normal forces. Besides material properties and constitutions of sample surfaces, especially the load force Fload is an
important parameter to adjust a requested range of lateral friction in experiments.

2.4.2 Static and Sliding Friction
The force Fstatic to pull a macroscopic body out of its resting position is generally increased,
compared to the force which affects the body Fsliding during sliding. The static friction
coefficient is increased compared to the sliding friction coefficient
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Figure 2.14: The frictional interaction between two graphite flakes depends on their relative
orientation. If the honeycomb structures are aligned with respect to their 60◦ symmetry, sliding
is described by a collective stick-slip movement of atoms (a, c). Flakes slide across each other
without energy dissipation in an incommensurate case (b).

µstatic > µsliding .

(2.34)

Recently, microscopy experiments on the nanometer scale were performed to measure
static and sliding friction between specialized and well-characterized surfaces. Dietzel et
al. [47] measured the transition from static to sliding friction of nanoparticles on graphite
surfaces and found a constant ratio of one half which is also theoretically predicted [48].
Frictional aging describes a dependence of static friction on the resting time between two
bodies [49]. Li et al. [50] conducted several slide-hold-slide experiments between silicon
tips and silicon wafers. The tip was brought into contact with the surface and the hold
time for the transition from static to sliding friction was continually raised. They found
that lateral friction increases with the logarithm of hold time and indicates a time dependence of static friction.
An increasing area at the interface with time due to creep of microcontacts (geometric
aging) is one possible explanation for frictional aging [5]. Liu et al. [51] showed that a
chemical origin can also explain an aging process of contacts, where covalent bonding leads
to a logarithmically dependence of static friction with time.

2.4.3 Sliding Friction - Structural Lubricity
The contact area Acontact between two surfaces on the nanometer scale involves a large
number of atoms. Surface atoms of crystalline materials are arranged in periodic arrays
with defined lattice structures.
Frictional anisotropy and structural lubricity can affect the interaction when two materials
slide over each other [52, 53, 54]. If lattice structures are equal and perfectly aligned, an
interlocking of surfaces results and the interaction is described by a collective stick-slip
movement of surface atoms [55].
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Friction vanishes during sliding, if surface structures mismatch and an incommensurable
contact results [56]. Energy dissipation does not take place and each surface atom follows
its equilibrium position adiabatically [57].
Dienwiebel et al. [55] performed angle-dependent measurements on graphite where friction
was detected for different orientations. A graphite flake was attached to the tip of a
specialized cantilever and forced across the surface. The friction signal revealed angular
distances of 60◦ between narrow regions which showed significant friction forces in contrast
to wide ranges with vanishing small friction. The authors used the flake scenario, presented
in Fig. 2.14, to describe the frictional anisotropy in their experiment.

2.5 Conclusion
In friction force microscopy (FFM) the torsion of a cantilever usually reflects frictional
interactions between a tip and a sample surface. The Prandtl-Tomlinson model is a basic
approach which describes quasi-static stick-slip movements of the tip caused by the atomic
corrugation of the surface. The tip rests motionless in position of surface potential minima
during scanning. If the spring force of the cantilever exceeds a critical value, a jump of
the tip into a neighboring minima occurs. The tip follows the scanning movement in a
discontinuous way, which is also denoted as atomic stick-slip.
A different approach is required for a description of dynamic oscillations of cantilever
eigenmodes. The frequency of the oscillation is determined by the spring constant of the
corresponding lever mode and the total kinetic energy does not dissipate instantaneously.
Frictional interactions with a sample surface lead to damping of the oscillation and typical
properties of vibrations like resonance frequency fres and quality factor Q can be extracted.
A realistic interface on the nanometer scale consists of a large number of atoms. Load
forces can deform surface and tip elastically, which influence lateral friction forces. The
atomic coordination of surfaces can affect lateral interactions (structural lubricity) and
can lead to friction anisotropy. The size and constitution of the interface between tip and
surface, as well as the resting time can furthermore influence static friction and frictional
aging.
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3 Dynamic Friction Force Microscopy Principle and Setup
The basic setup to detect frictional properties of a sample surface by using dynamic friction force microscopy is specified in the following chapter. After the principle of excitation is discussed in a first step, the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber which is used
as experimental environment is presented. Furthermore, the microscope itself including
drive technology and detection technique is introduced. Experiments which are performed
throughout this thesis required an improved scanning unit (AFM head) which is designed
and manufactured within our work group. Moreover, the chapter also focuses on properties of the cantilever used as force sensor, electrical driving signals, as well as signal
processing techniques.

3.1 Principle of Dynamic Friction Detection
In dynamic friction force microscopy a cantilever tip is brought in contact with a sample
surface for a detection of frictional properties on the nanometer scale [12]. Resulting forces
in Fig. 3.1 (a), acting in vertical direction with respect to the cantilever, provoke a normal
deflection of the lever. Thus, the topography of a surface can be scanned [14].
Dynamic frictional interactions can act in lateral or longitudinal direction with respect to
the cantilever beam. Accordingly, friction provokes the lever to fulfill torsional or bending
deflections. In our case bending deflections, respectively bending oscillations at the first
flexural mode (bending mode) caused by a dynamic excitation in Fig. 3.1 (b), are used as
a force indicator.
The sample is modulated by an electrical signal for the dynamic excitation of lever bending

Figure 3.1: The principle of dynamic friction force microscopy: (a) The contact interaction of
the tip and a sample surface leads to a static deflection of the cantilever beam which is linked with
the topography. (b) The dynamic excitation of the lever bending mode is a measure of the friction
interaction between tip and sample.
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oscillations. In a simple case as an example, a fixed amplitude and frequency induce a harmonic surface movement. Oscillation characteristics are mainly governed by mechanical
properties of the bending mode and excitation parameters, as well as the acting friction
force between tip and surface.
Different modes of excitation are possible concerning the resonance fres of the lever bending mode. An off-resonance excitation technique, applying a modulation frequency far
below the resonance fmod < fres , can acquire local friction loops [12, 58]. A detailed oscillation analysis by stimulating the resonance fres of the lever provides a direct access to
damping properties of the tip-sample contact [59, 60].
One central aspect of this work is the development and application of an advanced modulation and analysis technique. The off-resonance modulation is fulfilled with an integer
fraction of the resonance frequency fres . A non-linear interaction at the contact excites
bending resonance oscillations of the lever beam. Applying this new approach, quantitative friction information of a sample surface can be derived.

Figure 3.2: The setup of the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system is partitioned into three subchambers (i - iii). The sample is fed trough a load lock chamber (i) for the transfer from ambient
conditions to vacuum conditions. Procedural steps like storage of samples and preparation of
sample surfaces can be realized inside the preparation- and transfer chamber (ii). On top of the
chamber a Knudsen cell for physical vapor deposition in UHV is mounted. Finally, friction force
measurements on the nanometer scale are performed in the microscope chamber (iii).
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Figure 3.3: (a) The friction force microscope is attached to three springs which belong to an eddy
current damping system. The damping magnets are placed underneath the microscope plate. (b)
Two inchworm drives (i) enable the rough positioning of the sample in x- and y-direction with
respect to the scanner unit. A third inchworm drive (ii) approaches the probe head to the sample
surface in z-direction. The scanner tube is placed inside the drive tube and realizes the scanning
movement of the AFM probe head during measurements. The sample is glued on a modulation
piezo (iii) and placed on top of the sample plate.

3.2 Ultrahigh-Vacuum (UHV) Experimental Environment
Working at a base pressure of 10−9 millibar, a former industrially used ultra-high vacuum
chamber was re-built for scientific use [61]. The system mainly consists of three chambers
with different task areas. In order to introduce a sample into the vacuum, it is fed through
the load-lock chamber (i) in Fig. 3.2. The sample passes through the transfer and preparation chamber for preparations and optional manipulations like physical vapor deposition
or heating of the surface (ii). Finally, the sample is brought into the microscope chamber
(iii) for experimental studies. UHV-gate-valves separate the three chambers and different
working steps can be executed simultaneously under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions. The
microscope is placed on a damping system to decouple building and ground vibrations.
Electrical supplies like piezo and detection electronics are placed outside the chamber.

3.3 The Microscope
Surface measurements on the nanometer scale are performed by using a home-built atomic
force microscope (AFM). The sample is placed on top of two inchworm drives which can
move the sample in longitudinal x- and lateral y-direction with respect to the measurement
sensor (Fig. 3.3). A third inchworm drive can approach the AFM head unit to the sample
surface for a rough positioning.
The AFM head, containing cantilever and detection technique, is attached to a piezo tube
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Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic illustration of a scanner tube. Bi-polar voltages applied to the electrodes of the tube quarters induce defined piezoelectric tube deflections in x- and y-directions.
Mixing of x- and y-voltages leads to an expansion or contraction in z-direction. (b) The sample
is placed on top of the sample plate which furthermore contains the electrical connections for the
modulation piezo.

inside the inchworm drive (not visible in Fig. 3.3). The tube provides scanning movements
of the head in x- and y-direction, as well as fine positioning in z-direction onto the sample
surface.
The sample is glued to a modulation piezo for a modulation movement of the surface. The
movement direction is aligned to the long-axis direction of the cantilever.

3.3.1 Fiber Interferometer
A fiber interferometer is applied to detect the static deflection and dynamic oscillation of
the cantilever beam due to force interactions between tip and surface (Fig. 3.1) [62, 63].
The design of the interferometer is based on a fiber coupler, first presented by Rugar et
al. [64]. Light is emitted from a laser diode (wavelength λ = 780 nm) and is brought
into the coupler (Fig. 3.5). Light couples through a second fiber in propagation direction
due to a splicing of single-mode fibers and is emitted at both end faces of the coupler. At
one end a reference diode detects the light intensity and the other end is fixed above the
cantilever beam. Light is reflected back into the fiber from the cleaved end face, as well
as from the back of the cantilever beam. A path length difference 2 · d concerning the
distance from fiber end face to the lever beam occurs and both light components interfere
with each other. Because of a minor reflection at the glass-vacuum interface, interference
fringes can be described by a simple two-beam interference [65, 66]. The light propagates
back and is detected from the detection photodiode. The intensity is converted into a
proportional voltage signal Usig . In order to avoid signal offsets, caused by a difference in
the intensity of the reflected components, the reference diode signal is used to adjust the
signal around the zero position. Thus, intensity fluctuations of the laser diode are also
eliminated. Taking the voltage amplitude
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Figure 3.5: (a) A fiber coupler constitutes the essential part of a fiber interferometer. The light
of a laser diode is brought into the coupler and propagates towards the cantilever. The light
components reflected from the cantilever back side and fiber end face interfere with each other.
The interference intensity propagates back and is detected by the detection photodiode. (b) The
interferometer signal is described by two beam-interference, where the intensity depends on the
distance d between fiber end face and cantilever. In the distances of dQ signal variations are
maximized and proportional to distance variations ∆d.

U0 =

Umax − Umin
,
2

(3.1)

and diode wavelength λ into account, the signal Usig depends on the distance d between
fiber end face and cantilever

Usig = U0 cos

4π · d
.
λ

(3.2)

At the periodically arranged quadrature points

dQ = n ·

λ
with n = 1, 3, 5, ..., N ,
8

(3.3)

the maximum sensitivity with respect to the distance d can be derived from the derivation
of the cos-function. Signal variations ∆Usig are proportional to variations of the distance
∆d. Taking the wavelength λ

sλ =

λ
,
4π

(3.4)

and the amplitude U0 into account, for a first approximation variations ∆Usig are given
by
∆Usig = U0 · s−1
λ · ∆d.
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(3.5)

Figure 3.6: Cantilever and fiber end face form the main components of the microscope probe head.
The lever is magnetically mounted on a stack including a miniature piezo actuator. A movably
mounted ceramic ferrule contains the single-mode fiber to realize manual rough positioning of the
fiber end face above the lever back side. Depending on an applied voltage Upiezo , the piezo actuator
(Q-piezo) varies the distance between fiber end face and cantilever for fine positioning. This setup
enables an adjustment of a sensitive distance dQ before approaching the lever to sample surfaces.

Concerning a wavelength of λ = 780 nm, the factor sλ is given by s780 nm = 62.07 · 10−9 m.
In order to match it with one of the periodic quadrature points dQ to gain the maximum
signal sensitivity during measurement, an improved scanning unit is designed for our setup.

3.3.2 AFM Head - The Scanning Unit
Without controlling the z-position of lever and fiber end face on the nanometer scale,
the initial distance d0 is determined arbitrarily. In contact, the scanning tube inside the
inchworm drive can press the lever against a surface and a deflection results. Due to a
voltage control over the tube, a distance variation ∆d can be adjusted which matches with
one of the periodic quadrature points dQ to gain maximum signal sensitivity. A drawback
of this approach is an undefined normal force Fz resulting from an initial and unknown
deflection d0 which also affects the longitudinal friction force Fx [46].
In order to avoid this drawback, a quadrature point dQ has to be adjusted before the lever
tip attaches the surface. An improved probe head is designed, realizing a pre-controlled
distance variation ∆d(Upiezo ) depending on an operation voltage Upiezo (Fig. 3.6). A
selectable DC voltage in a range of 0 - 100 V can be applied to a miniature multilayer
piezo actuator1 to fulfill the condition
d0 + ∆d(Upiezo ) = dQ .

(3.6)

The tip attaches the surface by using a feedback controlled piezo tube for an approach
of the AFM probe head. Besides adhesive forces between tip and surface, an additional
normal force Fz due to a normal deflection of the lever is eliminated. In contact, the
feedback control can be adjusted to jump into the next quadrature point dQ . The load
1

Piezo Actuator PL033.30 \ Physik Instrumente (PI) GmbH & Co.KG
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Figure 3.7: (a) Carbon atoms in graphite are covalently bonded and form a honeycomb structure.
(b) The material consists of multi-layer structure with a layer spacing of 0.335 nm. Surface steps
can arise due to a cleavage process of the topmost layers.

force, depending on the wavelength λ and normal spring constant kz of the lever, increases
for each jump m

Fz = m ·

λ
· kz .
4

(3.7)

In experiments these procedural steps can be used to adjust a required range of friction.
In Fig. 3.6 the actuator is arranged in a stack, where the piezo bottom-side is glued to
the base plate of the head. A Ni2 Fe14 B cube is glued at the top-side which magnetically
secures a soft iron plate (Fe). This construction attaches the cantilever to the head by
avoiding appreciable lateral and longitudinal drift during measurements. In addition, the
conductive parts of the stack are grounded to evade electrically charging of the lever with
respect to the sample surface.
A ceramic ferrule for mounting the fiber is clipped to the head. This device provides a
rough positioning of the end face to the cantilever in an appropriate scale of a few tens of
microns.

3.3.3 Carbon Model System (HOPG) - Sample Material
Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) is a very popular and commonly used model
sample material in scanning probe techniques [67]. The material consists of a multi-layer
structure, where each graphite layer consists of sp2 bonded carbon atoms which makes the
surface chemically inert [67]. The layers are held together by van-der-Waals forces with a
layer separation of 0.335 nm.
The material is built up of a great number of microcrystals, where each grain has its own
lattice orientation. At the intersections between different grains, boundaries arise and disturb the crystal symmetry. The larger the grains, the higher the grade of graphite. The
quality is described by the mosaic spread, where lower values describe a higher quality
of the graphite [68]. For measurements within this thesis, high quality HOPG A-grade
samples (mosaic spread: 0.4◦ - 0.8◦ ), as well as lower quality HOPG B-grade samples
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Figure 3.8: (a, b) A standard calibration grid with 200 nm x 200 nm periodicity is scanned to
calibrate the scanner tube in x- and y-direction. (c, d) Surface steps on graphite with heights of a
monoatomic and biatomic surface step are used for z-calibration.

(mosaic spread: 0.8◦ - 1.2◦ ) are used.
The number of defects in the material is directly connected with the quality of the graphite.
Smaller grains lead to surfaces with a higher density of surface defects. A detailed description is presented by Pong et al. [67] of various types of surface defects like cleavage
steps, fibres and fibre clusters etc. on graphite.

3.3.4 Calibration of the Scanner Tube and Modulation Piezo
The scanner tube and modulation piezo have been calibrated for a correct reproduction
of detected microscopy images with regard to the scanned x, y-area and z-topography as
well as the modulation amplitude.
The displacement of the scanner tube depends on the applied voltage at the corresponding
electrodes (Fig. 3.4). A standard calibration grid and atomic surface steps are used to
find the correct scanning parameters in Fig. 3.8.
In order to determine the displacement of the modulation piezo in x-direction, a small
area on a graphite sample is scanned in Fig. 3.9 (a). A voltage of 57 V is applied to
the piezo and the area is scanned again in Fig. 3.9 (b). From the topography profile,
a displacement of 58.6 nm can be recognized and consequently during measurements, a
harmonic electrical signal with an amplitude of 1 V causes a harmonic piezo modulation
of the sample with an amplitude of 1 nm.
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Figure 3.9: Calibration of the modulation piezo deflection depending on an applied voltage. A
graphite surface is scanned showing structures. A voltage of 57 V is applied to the piezo and the
surface is scanned again. A topography profile (green line) reveals a deflection of 58.6 nm resulting
in a calibration factor of 1 nm/V.

3.3.5 Mechanical Properties of the PPP-CONTR Cantilever
A cantilever can be used as a sensor to detect forces on the nanometer scale. At its
simplest, the cantilever consists of a lever beam and a conically converging, respectively
a pyramidal tip. The tip is placed at one end of the lever and on the other end the beam
is rigidly connected to the scanning unit. Forces acting on the tip elastically deform the
lever in different ways depending on their direction. A deflection in one of the linearly
independent x-, y- and z-directions can be characterized by simple spring constants k
assuming the validity of Hooke’s law [69]
Fx = −kx · ∆x,

(3.8)

Fy = −ky · ∆y,

(3.9)

Fz = −kz · ∆z.

(3.10)

∆x, ∆y and ∆z describe the deflections in the corresponding directions. This causes the
cantilever to perform a force Fx , Fy and Fy into the opposite direction, where the absolute
value equals the exciting interaction force.
In Fig. 3.10 the different deflection modes are depicted. An interaction force acting
in z-direction on the tip leads to a normal deflection of the cantilever. Friction forces
along the lever in-plane x- and y-directions provoke a bending, respectively a torsion of
the beam. In our setup the normal deflection is used to measure the topography of a
sample surface, whereas the bending of the lever beam indicates the longitudinal friction
interaction between tip and surface.
The cantilever spring constant kx is derived from analytical expressions presented by Sader
[69] for a quantitative analysis of friction forces. Starting with the spring constant in zdirection, kz can be determined by the thickness t, width c, length L, as well as Young’s
modulus E of the used cantilever beam
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Figure 3.10: A cantilever is utilized as a force sensor on the nanometer scale. The dimensions
and material of the lever mainly dominate its physical properties. (a) In our setup a typical silicon
contact-mode cantilever PPP-CONTR is used for measurements. Young’s modulus E = 169 GPa
for the silicon (110) direction, ∆L = 10 microns and a Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.22 are considered
for a calculation of its spring constants [70]. A longitudinal Fx (b), respectively a lateral friction
force Fy (c) induces a bending or a torsion of the lever beam. Topographical interactions Fz (d)
with the surface provoke a normal deflection of the lever.

kz =

E t3 c
.
4(L − ∆L)3

(3.11)

In Fig. 3.10 the corresponding values for the lever PPP-CONTR2 are specified. A constant
kz = 0.2 N/m results from Eq. 3.11 and matches with the value which is given by the
manufacturer. The spring constants kx and ky behave proportionally to kz by taking the
lateral resistance Rx into account [69]

k x = Rx · k z ,

(3.12)

k y = Ry · k z .

(3.13)

The lateral resistance Rx with respect to longitudinal forces for rectangular cantilevers is
derived by two equations describing two different boundary conditions. In a first case, the
tip is in rigid contact with the surface (z = 0) [69]

Rx,contact

4
=
3



L − ∆L
h

2

.

(3.14)

In a second case, this strict condition does not have to be fulfilled and the tip has the
freedom to move in z-direction [69]
2
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Figure 3.11: Side view of cantilever deflections due to longitudinal acting forces Fx at the tip in
x-direction. The force range is 0 − 50 nN with an increment of 2 nN. The maximum deflection is
nearly arranged at the distance 3/4 · L from the base of the lever.

Rx, no contact

1
=
3



L − ∆L
h

2

.

(3.15)

The longitudinal spring constants kx for both conditions are

kx =

(

70 N/m : no contact,
280 N/m : rigid contact.

(3.16)

As a first approximation, it is assumed that the movement of the cantilever tip is between
these two extremes during modulation. Therefore, the averaged value of Eq. 3.16 is chosen
to specify the longitudinal force constant in our setup

kx = 175 N/m.

(3.17)

Taking Poisson’s ratio ν into account, the torsional mode of the lever is characterized by
the lateral resistance Ry [69]

2
Ry =
3 (1 + ν)



L − ∆L
h

2



tanh
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(3.18)

Figure 3.12: Finite-element-method (FEM) simulations for different eigenmodes and corresponding resonance frequencies fres of the PPP-CONTR cantilever. (a) For free vibrations of the cantilever beam f0 = 13.7 kHz results. (b, c) A longitudinal eigenfrequency of fres = 62.7 kHz (1st
flexural mode (bending mode)), respectively fres = 203.3 kHz (2nd flexural mode result) results
for a tip in contact with the surface.

and the lateral spring constant amounts to

ky = 125 N/m.

(3.19)

In order to receive an impression of how the lever is bent due to a longitudinal acting
force at the tip, a finite-element-method (FEM) is used to calculate the bending deflection
of the lever in Fig. 3.11. The tip is in rigid contact with the surface and the side view
exhibits that the maximum displacement is reached at nearly 3/4 · L from the base of the
lever.
In the setup the fiber is placed around this position above the cantilever back side to gain
the maximum signal-to-noise ratio for dynamic bending oscillations. Therefore, one has
to note that the detected lever deflection depends on the longitudinal position of the fiber
with respect to the cantilever beam.
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3.3.6 Eigenfrequencies of Cantilever Modes
A dynamic excitation of the cantilever is directly connected with the resonance characteristic of the lever beam. Depending on the interaction between tip and surface, it can be
assumed that the cantilever subjects to oscillations at its resonance fres . The knowledge
of resonance frequencies for different oscillation modes is essential for an analysis of measured data. Arising frequency components in the dynamic signal, like higher harmonics
or beat frequency, can be allocated. In Fig. 3.12 resonances of the lever are derived from
finite-element simulations. The bending resonance amounts to fres, bending = 62.7 kHz,
whereas the normal resonance fres, normal = 13.7 kHz is significantly lower. A comparison
of both resonance frequencies results in a ratio of
fres, bending /f0 = 4.6.

(3.20)

This ratio matches distinctly well with the result given by Krischker [61] of approximately
4.4 which is derived from the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation.
In the following experiments, the bending resonance frequency fres, bending is primarily
discussed and simply referred to as fres . The tip is in contact with the surface during
measurements and friction affects the bending resonance. Resulting from damping and
further interactions forces, frequency shifts of the resonance frequency can occur. Intrinsic
losses of the beam oscillation can be neglected in this context due to its comparatively
high quality under UHV conditions [61].

3.4 Signal Analysis - Lock-In Detection Techniques
The detected interferometer signal in dynamic friction force microscopy consists of two
voltage contributions (Fig. 3.13). A comparatively slow scanning movement causes a direct
current (DC) voltage. In addition, the modulation of the sample causes dynamic bending
oscillations of the lever which induces an alternating current (AC) voltage. Therefore, the
interferometer signal Usig comprises of both voltage components
Usig = UDC + UAC .

(3.21)

During measurements the tube realizes scanning movements in the x, y-plane. A fluctuating surface topography leads to normal deflections in z-direction of the lever. Due to
the slow movement the detected interferometer signal is displayed as DC voltage. The
voltage is applied to a digital feedback control3 which controls the displacement of the
tube in z-direction [71, 72]. Depending on the chosen feedback parameters the lever is
consistently deflected and the interferometer signal matches with one of the quadrature
points dQ . Smallest deviations during scanning are revised by the feedback control which
provides measurements with constant load (Fz = const.). The feedback voltage contains
topographical information of the sample surface and is monitored by a computer.
The second AC contribution is caused by a modulation movement of the sample surface.
3
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A reference source applies a harmonic signal to the modulation piezo, where the frequency
is in a range of several kilohertz. A friction induced bending oscillation of the cantilever
beam is detected as AC voltage and the dynamic amplitude serves as an indicator for the
acting friction force between tip and surface. A lock-in amplifier4 extracts the oscillation
amplitude during modulation [12]. Regarding a modulation frequency fmod = ωmod /(2π)
of the reference source, the lock-in signal is given by [73]
1
UAC (ω) ∝
∆T

Zt

Usig (υ) sin(ωmod υ + ϕmod ) dυ.

(3.22)

t−∆T

The amplifier supports an auto-controlling of the phase ϕmod and accordingly this method
supplies a signal which is proportional to the dynamic amplitude component with reference to the modulation frequency fmod . A computer simultaneously monitors the lock-in
signal and the topography.
In order to gain direct access to the whole frequency spectrum of cantilever oscillations,
the setup is extended by a fast data acquisition card (DAC) which provides a real- time
monitoring of the dynamic component UAC [74].
The lock-in method is utilized as a band-pass filter in the frequency domain, extracting
the amplitude of one frequency component in an idealized case. This frequency component matches the modulation frequency fmod and consequently the cantilever oscillation
amplitude A(fmod ) can be detected. The signal sensitivity s of the lock-in can be adjusted
from micro-volts to several milli-volts and the integration time ∆T amounts to a range of
milli-seconds. Hitting the noise floor of the interferometer signal can be compensated by
an increased sensitivity and integration time of the lock-in amplifier.
Due to this sensitive and fast oscillation analysis, these properties make the lock-in detection a valuable tool for the imaging of frictional properties on the nanometer scale,
simultaneously to the detection of the topography. Its limitation to extract just one frequency component has resulted in the following developments.

3.4.1 Cantilever Off-resonance Modulation Technique
Developed by Göddenhenrich et al. [12], the lock-in technique is used to measure local
friction loops, where the frequency is chosen well below the resonance of the cantilever
fmod < fres . Later on, a similar approach was presented by Yamanaka et al. [75] for
torsional excitation. They found that for small modulation amplitudes Amod the tip sticks
to the surface, referred to as static friction regime. The tip overcomes the sticking regime
and starts to slide across the surface for larger modulation amplitudes. Consequently,
one forth and back modulation cycle exhibits a local friction loop and the enclosed area
of this loop represents the dissipated energy. An additional scanning movement reveals
frictional properties of the sample surface, but a constant modulation amplitude impedes
a quantitative analysis of friction forces on surfaces.
Furthermore, Colchero et al. [73] and Krotil et al. [58] presented an enhanced interpretation of friction loops by applying this technique.
Haugstad [76] used the non-linear characteristic of the stick and slip interactions. He found
4
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Figure 3.13: A reference source generates the modulation signal fmod which is applied to the
modulation piezo. The contact between tip and sample induces dynamic bending oscillations
which are detected by the laser interferometer. The topography leads to static defection signal
which is controlled by a feedback. A lock-in amplifier extracts the dynamic signal with respect to
the reference source. In addition, the signal can be monitored by a data acquisition card.

that the ratio between the third and the first harmonic component due to non-linear tipsample interactions is a sensitive measure to characterize static-to-sliding transitions on
polymer films.

3.4.2 Cantilever Resonance Modulation Technique
A further development of the lock-in technique is the resonance excitation fmod = fres
of the cantilever vibration mode. Spychalski-Merle et al. [59] presented a spectroscopy
mode which performs local resonance curves on a sample surface, where the quality factor
Q reveals friction losses of the cantilever oscillation during modulation. Different friction
contrast mechanisms were investigated during scanning surfaces. It is found that for small
amplitudes the tip sticks to the surface and the image contrast is dominated by shifts of
the resonance frequency fres due to the presence of surface gradients. With increasing
modulation amplitude, stick-slip interactions arise and the tip starts to slide across the
surface. Here, the primary contrast mechanism is allocated to frictional damping during
the slip phases.
Reinstädtler et al. [60] focused on the shape of resonance curves depending on load and
modulation amplitude. The shape of curves is Lorentzian for low amplitudes indicating a
linear oscillator. With increasing amplitude the curves flatten out which is explained by
the transition from linear stick interactions to non-linear stick-slip events of the tip.
Kawagishi et al. [77] studied different contrast mechanisms at the resonance for different
sample systems like self-assembled monolayer domains, silicon and silicon dioxide, graphite
and mica by using the lock-in technique.
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Figure 3.14: A fiber interferometer is used to detect the dynamic cantilever bending (AC) caused
by a modulation of the sample and the static cantilever deflection (DC) due to the scanner movement. The signal from the digital feedback controller corresponds with the topography. For
friction imaging a second modulation feedback controls the modulation amplitude by keeping the
cantilever resonance amplitude constant at the set-point near the transition from non-linear to
linear oscillation. (Figure is published in Applied Physics Letters, 104 (2014) 113105 )

3.4.3 Cantilever Fractional Resonance Excitation Technique
Within this thesis, the lock-in technique is used for the detection of resonant cantilever
response caused by static-to-sliding transitions between tip and surface. Stick-slip interactions during off-resonant modulation excitations fmod < fres of the lever bending mode
are responsible for the presence of bending resonance oscillations fres . The experimental
setup and corresponding measurements performed within this thesis are published in F.
Mertens et al. Applied Physics Letters, 104 (2014) 113105.
The lock-in amplifier provides an extraction of higher harmonics in the signal with respect
to the exciting reference and modulation frequency fmod . An off-resonant modulation
frequency which matches with an integer fraction of the resonance fmod = fres /3, excites
dynamic oscillations at resonance fres . In Fig. 3.14 the lock-in technique extracts the
resonant cantilever response as third harmonic of the modulation frequency.
Furthermore, the appearance of a resonance amplitude A(fres ) depends on the modulation
amplitude Amod and is directly related to the transition from static-to-sliding friction. A
second modulation feedback controls the modulation amplitude by keeping the cantilever
resonance amplitude constant at the set-point near the transition from non-linear to linear oscillation for friction imaging. Moreover, this technique is less sensitive to surface
gradients which isolate friction imaging from cross-talk of the topography.
In order to gain a direct access to the cantilever real-time oscillation, the lock-in technique
is not applicable. Therefore, the setup is extended by a fast data acquisition card which
detects the signal with high time resolution.
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Figure 3.15: The single-frequency and off-resonant fres /3 modulation signal (red) is applied to
the modulation piezo. The non-linear interaction between tip and sample excites dynamic bending
oscillation of the cantilever bending mode. The electrical signal of the interferometer is detected
by a data acquisition card (DAC). The fast Fourier transformation of the time signal exhibits all
frequency components in the response oscillation. In this illustration, a resonance oscillation fres
component is extracted by a lock-in as third harmonic of the modulation frequency which is caused
by the non-linear interaction between tip and sample (blue).

3.5 Signal Analysis - Data Acquisition Card
The dynamic bending oscillation of the cantilever beam is detected by a laser interferometer. The sample rate of the detection technique has to be fast enough for a processing
and digital sampling of the analogous electrical signal. The lower limit for the sample rate
frate to detect a frequency in the signal fsignal is given by the Nyquist rate
frate > 2 · fsignal

(3.23)

Including the bending resonance frequency of around fres = 60 kHz, UAC is additionally
applied to a fast data acquisition card5 . The acquisition card provides a rate of 107 samples per second. Thus, one bending resonance period can be sampled with 166 samples
which allows a full reconstruction of the signal including frequency fres and amplitude
A(fres ).
In contrast to the lock-in technique, a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) can extract all
frequency components from the detected signal simultaneously. In our case a frequency
bandwidth between 10 kHz - 100 kHz is considered to be appropriate.
Concerning one acquisition cycle, the fast Fourier transformation calculates the components of a two-sided spectrum for the detected samples [78]
F (t) =

∞
X

ck e(i k ω t) .

(3.24)

k = −∞

The complex coefficients ck (k > 0) provide half the amplitudes Ak concerning each
frequency component in the real-time signal
Ak = 2 · |ck | .
5
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(3.25)

Figure 3.16: A modified chirp pulse is applied to the modulation piezo to excite dynamic bending
oscillations (red). The pulse is multiplied by a Tukey window to avoid abrupt signal variations
during measurements and contains a frequency range around fres /3. The response oscillation of
the bending mode is analyzed by a fast Fourier transformation. The signal processing contains all
relevant resonance parameters at fres like frictional damping and frequency shifts of the non-linear
bending oscillation (blue).

The frequency separation ∆f between adjacent frequency components has to be sufficiently
small for an appropriate resolution of distributions in the frequency domain like resonance
curves. Depending on sample rate frate and number of samples N , the separation ∆f is
determined by
frate
∆f =
.
(3.26)
N
A resolution of ∆f = 50 Hz is considered to be adequate for the detection of resonant
cantilever modes in the relevant frequency ranges. The resulting rate of 5 · 106 samples
per second and number of samples N = 105 furthermore support an adequate Fourier
processing time during measurements.
In order to avoid a broadening of components Ak in the frequency domain due to the
leakage effect, the time signal is multiplied by a Hamming window function before the
Fourier analysis is executed [79].

3.6 Band Excitation (BE) Technique
The response of an oscillatory system is essentially governed by damping. During scanning
measurements, a single-frequency excitation is not applicable to detect energy dissipation
and resonance frequencies. An exhibition of the full resonance characteristics needs a
series of response oscillations concerning a shift of the single-frequency excitation. This
procedure has the drawback of a long measurement time concerning data acquisition and
processing.
In order to overcome this disadvantage, Jesse et al. [44] introduced the band excitation
(BE) method to detect resonance curves and phase shifts of cantilevers. Basically, an
excitation pulse is used to stimulate the oscillation of the lever. The pulse in Fig. 3.16
provides a frequency band around a mid-frequency f0 with a tunable bandwidth ∆f and
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is generated by an arbitrary waveform generator6 . A fast Fourier transformation of the
real-time response oscillation contains the basic resonance properties of the system.
An adaption of this technique concerning the non-linear f0 = fres /3 mode is performed
in our setup (Fig. 3.16). Kareem et al. [45] discussed the application of a linear chirp
function A(t) with an offset in the frequency domain to gain an excitation pulse covering
an adequate frequency band
A(t) = A · sin(α(t + toff )2 ).

(3.27)

In order to provide a frequency ∆f range of the pulse around a mid-frequency f0 , an upper
fup and a lower flow cutoff frequency have to be assigned
∆f = fup − flow .

(3.28)

The low cutoff frequency flow is determined by the parameter α in units rad s−2 and toff
flow =

α toff
,
π

(3.29)

The duration of the pulse tdur determines the high cutoff frequency fup

fup =

α (tdur + toff )
.
π

(3.30)

The chirp function A(t) is additionally multiplied by a window function [45] to avoid
abrupt signal variations during measurements. This modification by a Tukey window
function in Fig. 3.16 leads to a pulse with soft transitions between minimal and maximal
signal amplitude to evade artificial peaks in the response [45].
During measurements the chirp pulse continuously excites the sample surface. In combination with a scanning movement of the cantilever tip, the signal processing of the dynamic
lever response contains characteristics of the resonance for each image pixel with regard
to the tip-sample interaction. The drawback of a long processing time due to a calculation
of each fast Fourier transformation evokes a slow scanning speed and images with lower
resolution.

3.7 Conclusion
Dynamic friction measurements are performed in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber,
which is used as experimental environment. The microscope is placed on an eddy current
damping system and a fiber interferometer is used for the detection of cantilever deflections.
6
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A sample modulation in lateral direction is the basic principle of dynamic friction force
microscopy. Frictional interactions between tip and surface along the long-axis of the cantilever excite dynamic bending oscillations of the lever beam. Different excitation techniques are possible with respect to the resonance of the bending mode fres . Off-resonant,
as well as resonant modulation techniques lead to different contrast mechanisms in friction
images. A fractional excitation approach is developed within this thesis which can map
local friction. An off-resonant modulation frequency, which matches with an integer fraction of the resonance frequency fmod = fres /3, induces dynamic oscillations at resonance
fres .
A lock-in detection scheme extracts the resonant cantilever response as third harmonic of
the modulation frequency. An additional feedback loop controls the resonant response,
which corresponds with the transition from static-to-sliding friction of the tip-sample interaction. A band excitation (BE) method is adapted to the system for a more detailed
investigation of friction interactions. The signal processing contains all relevant resonance
parameters at fres like frictional damping and frequency shifts.
Furthermore, an analytical approach, as well as finite-element-method (FEM) simulations
are used to determine the spring constants and eigenfrequencies of different cantilever
modes of the used PPP-CONTR cantilever.
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4 Fractional Resonance Excitation and
Stick-Slip Interactions
The stick-slip mechanism is a frictional phenomenon which is responsible for a wide variety
of movement and oscillation states in nature. On length scales of several hundreds or even
thousands of kilometers, the arising of earthquakes can be interpreted as stick-slip motion
[80]. The slip part represents the quake and the stick part relates to the seismic resting
period [80]. The weal squeal of railways and the acoustic violin play are further examples
of stick-slip interactions [81, 35]. Scaling down to microscopic dimensions, elastic colloidal
crystals can be brought into vibrational resonance which is also allocated to the stick-slip
mechanism [82]. Atomic stick-slip occurs even on the nanometer scale if a cantilever tip
is forced across the potential of an atomic lattice [8].
In particular, the transition from static-to-sliding friction has been the focus of several
studies by friction force microscopy recently [50, 51, 49]. This transition is closely connected to stick-slip processes and can influence the sequential order of movement states.
An increased static friction force due to frictional aging during the stick part can occur and
delays the stick-to-slip jump. The relative orientation of atomic lattices can furthermore
affect frictional interactions and consequently frictional anisotropy can influence atomic
stick-slip [55].
The discontinuous stick-slip mechanism is also responsible for non-linear lever oscillations
in dynamic friction force microscopy. Off-resonant, as well as resonant excitations at
the tip-sample contact can induce non-linear cantilever vibrations [12, 59]. Within this
chapter, a modulation technique is developed which displays friction at the stick-to-slip
transition and maps local friction forces with high sensitivity.
Some paragraphs and figures of this chapter have already been published in F. Mertens et
al. Applied Physics Letters, 104 (2014) 113105.

4.1 Non-linear Cantilever Response - Experiment and Simulation
The modulation of a surface in dynamic friction force microscopy causes oscillations of the
cantilever beam (Fig. 4.1) which reflect tribological properties of the sample.
Here, experimental data are presented which illustrate the dynamic oscillation response
with regard to the excitation frequency fmod under UHV conditions. The detection of
non-linear cantilever oscillations suggests that the interaction at the tip-sample contact
consists of stick and slip parts.
A phenomenological model is developed to simulate the non-linear movement states and
to give an insight into the sequential structure of friction induced non-linear cantilever
oscillations.
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Figure 4.1: The modulation of a sample surface in longitudinal direction induces bending oscillations of the cantilever beam. However, it is not clear how a resonant oscillation depends on an
off-resonant modulation frequency fmod and amplitude Amod , as well as the non-linear friction
interaction between tip and surface in dynamic friction force microscopy.

4.1.1 Experiment: Non-linear Amplitude Response
The longitudinal modulation technique in Fig. 3.1 (b) is conducted to detect cantilever
bending oscillations as a response to off-resonant frequency excitations. The reference
source in Fig. 3.13 generates a harmonic voltage signal and the data acquisition card
(DAC) is used to monitor the interferometer signal.
A harmonic vibrating graphite surface (HOPG) excites the longitudinal cantilever mode
with a modulation amplitude of several nanometers Amod = 7 nm. Non-linear friction
interactions at the tip-sample contact induce dynamic vibrations of the cantilever beam.
Below the bending resonance, an off-resonant frequency range from 10 kHz to 55 kHz is
examined. At a given modulation frequency of the reference source, the second to fifth
harmonic component of fmod is extracted from the fast Fourier transformation of the averaged cantilever oscillation in Fig. 4.2 (a). Furthermore, the cantilever amplitude response
around the resonance frequency fres ≈ 60 kHz is plotted as first harmonic of the modulation frequency (Fig. 4.2 (b)) by applying a much lower modulation amplitude Amod = 1
nm to preserve the cantilever tip.
The signal amplitude in Fig. 4.2 (a) is increased and above the noise floor at certain
frequencies and for different harmonics. In order to gain insight into the off-resonance excitation mechanism, it can be recognized that the increased signal i.) - iv.) is exclusively
excited at integer fractions of the resonance frequency fmod = fres /n with n = 1, ..., 5.
Evidently, non-linear interactions between tip and surface lead to different movement
states, where the oscillation is partially fulfilled in resonance. The off-resonant excitation
at fmod = fres /3 induces a significant resonance oscillation and obviously operates at its
best, because of the highest signal-to-noise ratio.
Moreover, an increased signal can be observed at two further modulation frequencies v.)
and vi.). Here, the fourth and fifth harmonic component of the 2nd flexural mode of the
lever beam are excited. A resonant frequency of fres ≈ 190 kHz can be determined which
nearly matches the predicted frequency from simulations.
In order to receive a further understanding of the resonant lever response, the data acqui-
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Figure 4.2: (a) The amplitude response for the second to fifth harmonic caused by a harmonic offresonance modulation of the sample surface in longitudinal lever direction with a fixed amplitude of
Amod = 7 nm. At integer fractions of the bending resonance i.) - iv.) the signal of the corresponding
harmonics is increased, indicating resonance oscillations of the bending mode. Furthermore, the
fourth and fifth harmonic reveal an increased signal at integer fractions of the 2nd flexural mode
resonance v.) and vi.). Obviously, the best signal to noise ratio is achieved for fmod = fres /3. (b)
Amplitude response of the cantilever bending mode around its resonance frequency of fres ≈ 60
kHz.

sition card is used to detect the averaged real-time bending oscillation over a defined time
period at a modulation frequency of fmod = fres /3. At similar load forces of a few tens
of nanonewtons and for a fixed modulation amplitude Amod = 1.4 nm, the oscillation on
graphite and silicon is monitored. The optimal excitation frequencies are separately used
for both sample surfaces.
The real-time oscillations are depicted on the left part of Fig. 4.3 and the corresponding fast Fourier transformations from 10 kHz to 80 kHz are depicted on the right. The
real-time oscillations show a non-linearity consisting of different oscillation components for
both samples. The Fourier transformations exhibit that the non-linear oscillations consist
of a modulation component fmod = fres /3, as well as a resonant lever component fres .
Consequently, it can be concluded, that the cantilever bending mode oscillates partially
in resonance and also vibrates at the modulation frequency during modulation.
The non-linearity of the oscillations can be determined for a further discussion of this
feature. At a given modulation amplitude, the ratio between third harmonic amplitude
A(fres ) and modulation amplitude A(fres /3) indicates a degree of non-linearity N for the
contact
N =

A(fres )
.
A(fres /3)
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(4.1)

Figure 4.3: (a, c) Real-time acquisition of the lever bending oscillation at a fixed modulation
frequency of fmod = f res /3 on silicon (top) and highly oriented pyrolitic graphite (bottom). (b, d)
The corresponding fast Fourier transformations of the bending oscillations. A resonance frequency
fres in the response appears besides a modulation frequency fmod = fres /3 component. The third
harmonic component is caused by a non-linear friction interaction at the contact between tip and
sample.

The Fourier transformations exhibit that the non-linearity of the oscillation on graphite
is increased compared to the oscillation on silicon
NHOPG > Nsilicon .

(4.2)

In summary, taking into account that all experimental parameters are similar, the oscillation is mainly governed by the friction interaction between tip and surface.
The modulation frequency fmod between cantilever tip and sample surface is responsible for
the movement state of the lever bending mode. At an off-resonant excitation fmod = fres /3,
a distinct non-linear and dynamic bending oscillation of the lever is excited. The friction
interaction triggers the non-linearity of the oscillation and the distribution of modulation
and resonance parts in the real-time oscillation.

4.1.2 Simulation: Phenomenological Spring-Mass System
In order to emulate the movement states of the experimental non-linear amplitude response, a phenomenological model represents the experimental setup. Motivated by a
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Figure 4.4: (a) Schematic picture of the cantilever tip in contact with the sample surface. The
longitudinal friction force leads to lever bending oscillations caused by a modulation of the sample
surface. (b) A phenomenological model is used to describe the cantilever response oscillation. The
lever is represented by a spring which is coupled to a mass in contact with the modulation surface.

friction-driven macroscopic system [35], the bending mode of the cantilever is represented
by a spring-mass system. Dynamic oscillations of the lever can be described by the equation of motion presented in Chap. 2. A modification of this equation describes the
spring-mass system and can be used to calculate the temporal development of oscillations.
The mass is placed on top of a vibrating surface oscillating at the modulation frequency
fmod . The resonance frequency fres of the system is determined by the spring constant
kspring and mass m of the system (Fig. 4.4)
r
kspring
1
fres =
·
.
(4.3)
2π
m
The resonance frequency of the spring-mass system fres = 60 kHz is preassigned to match
simulated and experimental oscillations of the bending mode. The spring constant is
chosen as the averaged spring constant k = 175 N/m in the experiments and the mass of
the system is consequently given by
m=

4π 2

k
= 1.23 · 10−9 kg.
2
· fres

(4.4)

The harmonic modulation of the surface is fulfilled with the modulation frequency fmod
and amplitude Amod in longitudinal direction
xsurface (t) = Amod · sin(2π · fmod · t).

(4.5)

As described in Sec. 2.3.1 the interaction between mass and surface is given by conservative
and dissipative forces. Due to the comparably high spring constant, a contribution of the
atomic surface potential F (x) = −∂V (x)/∂x is neglected and the total force accelerates
the mass m
F = Fspring + Fdissipative .
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(4.6)

In this representation, friction forces adhere the mass to a planar surface. A displacement
of the mass m leads to a conservative spring force Fspring which is described by Hooke’s
law
Fspring = −kspring · xmass .

(4.7)

In order to specify Fdissipative in this case, viscous damping and constant friction are
considered for the interaction with respect to the relative velocity vr = vmass − vsurface .
The viscous damping term[16]
Fviscous = −γ · vr ,
(4.8)
is proportional to the relative velocity vr between mass and surface. The resulting linear
damped harmonic oscillator is not suitable to describe the experimental non-linear amplitude response.
The non-linear interaction term Fconst is given by a constant friction force Ffriction >= 0
[34] which is independent regarding the sliding velocity
Fconst = −Ffriction · sgn(vr ).

(4.9)

Taking the conservative and dissipative forces into account, Newton’s equation of motion
describing the spring-mass oscillation can be derived
m · ẍmass = −kspring · xmass − Ffriction · sgn (vr ) − γ · vr .

(4.10)

The temporal evolution of the mass position xmass is calculated by using a numerical
algorithm (see Appendix). The Euler Richardson method is suitable to solve Newton’s
equation of motion including velocity-dependent friction forces [83]. All acting forces are
determined to calculate the mass position. Using the actual acceleration ẍmass , the halfstep method determines velocity ẋmass and position xmass for the next time step t + ∆t
by calculating midpoint values ẋ′mass and x′mass at t + ∆t/2. The algorithm provides all
necessary system parameters of the mass and off-resonant surface movement to simulate
the mass oscillation xmass .

4.1.3 Simulation: Amplitude Response Caused by Modulation Excitation
The equation of motion Eq. 4.10 is the initial point to describe the experimental data.
In a first step the equation is used to simulate the off-resonant amplitude response of the
bending oscillation in Fig. 4.2. A friction force of Ffriction = 20 nN is assumed and viscous
damping is neglected to match experiment and simulation [34].
The algorithm calculates the mass oscillation for each off-resonant frequency fmod by applying a modulation amplitude of Amod = 10 nm. A fast Fourier transformation extracts
the relevant frequency components from the calculated mass oscillation. The simulated
amplitude response in Fig. 4.5 (a) exhibits a qualitative agreement for the even and odd
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Figure 4.5: (a) Simulated amplitude response of the second to fifth harmonic with a friction
force Ffriction = 20 nN and a modulation amplitude of Amod = 10 nm. The signal at integer
fractions i.) - iv.) of the resonance matches qualitatively the experimental data in Fig. 4.2.
(b) Simulated amplitude response of the bending resonance mode γ = 0.9 · 10−6 Ns/m with a
modulation amplitude of Amod = 1 nm.

integer harmonics. Signals are excited at integer fractions of the resonance frequency
fmod = fres /n with n = 1, ..., 5 like in the experiment. Furthermore, the third harmonic
component features the best signal to noise ratio.
An excitation of response oscillations for the 2nd flexural mode are also simulated. The
spring constant is chosen as k = 1755 N/m to match the resonance of the spring-mass
system with the experimental resonance frequency of the 2nd flexural mode.
Viscous damping γ = 0.9 · 10−6 Ns/m (Ffriction = 0 nN) is considered to simulate the amplitude response of the bending mode resonance. The data are received as first harmonic
around fres = 60 kHz in Fig. 4.5 (b).
The real-time oscillations of the cantilever bending mode in Fig. 4.3 can also be described
by Eq. 4.10. In order to reproduce the oscillation characteristics, a friction force of Ffriction
= 120 nN is estimated for the contact between a silicon tip and a silicon surface. A considerable smaller friction force of Ffriction = 70 nN for the second contact is required,
consisting of a silicon tip and a graphite surface. A modulation amplitude of Amod = 1
nm is applied for both simulations and viscous damping is neglected.
Using the simulations to make a qualitative statement, the degree of non-linearity apparently depends on the friction force. For a given modulation amplitude, a higher friction
interaction causes a smaller N compared to lower friction forces. Contrarily, the oscillation amplitude is increased in the time domain for higher interaction forces.
In Figure 4.7 the simulated development of N and the sum of the Fourier amplitudes
A = A(fres /3) + A(fres ) depending on the acting friction force Ffriction are depicted. These
data confirm the trend of increased oscillation amplitudes and decreased non-linearity
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Figure 4.6: Simulated oscillation at a fixed modulation frequency of fmod = fres /3 = 20 kHz. A
friction force of Ffriction = 70 nN (a, b), respectively a friction force of Ffriction = 120 nN (c, d) is
chosen to match experimental (Fig. 4.3) and simulated data qualitatively.

for higher friction until the non-linear to linear transition is reached. At the transition
point, friction is sufficient to bound the mass to the surface and the oscillation follows the
modulation movement directly.

4.1.4 Non-linear Stick-Slip Interactions
Experimental and simulated data show that an off-resonant longitudinal modulation at
integer fractions of fres excites resonance oscillations of the bending mode. In order to
characterize the movement states, especially the composition of the oscillation in the time
domain, it is assumed that the excitation mechanism is found in stick and slip parts
of the tip [59]. In analogy to the resonance oscillation of a violin string caused by a
steady movement of a bow, the cantilever oscillation consists of static and sliding friction
parts. Here, in the case of a harmonic excitation, the longitudinal friction force regulates
an energy transfer between modulation and lever vibration by applying the stick-slip
mechanism.
The relative velocity vr between tip and surface is given by
vr = vtip − vsurface ,
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(4.11)

Figure 4.7: At a given modulation amplitude Amod = 1 nm the response oscillation amplitude,
as well as the non-linearity depend on the acting friction force Ffriction (2 nN - 200 nN). Simulated
data confirm that the degree of non-linearity disproportionately drops with increasing friction.
Instead, the sum of the Fourier amplitudes A = A(fres /3) + A(fres ) increases until the transition
from linear to non-linear oscillation is reached. At the transition point, a remaining non-linearity
disappears and the oscillation is fulfilled with the modulation amplitude Amod .

A relative movement between tip and surface is performed for |vr | > 0. The tip slides
across the surface which is referred to as slip part. In the case of vr = 0, the movement of
tip and surface is equal and the tip sticks to the surface.
Due to a permanent relative motion between tip and surface, the bending oscillation
alternates between both interaction parts. The transition from static to sliding friction will
take place if the restoring lever force Fspring = −kspring · xmass overcomes the longitudinal
acting friction force Ffriction >= 0 between tip and surface
|Fspring | > Ffriction .

(4.12)

Furhtermore, re-adherence of the tip will arise for small lever deflections |Fspring | < Ffriction
if the relative velocity vr vanishes
|vr | → 0.
(4.13)
This type of non-linear interaction forms the basic principle of friction induced oscillations.
In Fig. 4.8 the oscillation sequence is schematically illustrated for the case of a constant
surface movement. Within this representation, stick and slip parts are fulfilled successively
and consequently a non-linear oscillation is maintained.
Instead of a constant surface movement, the non-linear oscillation caused by a harmonic
oscillation of the surface is also constituted by the stick-slip interaction between tip and
surface. The non-linearity of the oscillation N is directly associated with the ratio of
stick and slip parts during oscillation. Furthermore, this ratio obviously depends on the
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Figure 4.8: A surface movement with constant velocity leads to stick-slip interaction of a cantilever tip which is in contact with the surface. (a) The restoring lever force overcomes the sticking
force and the tip starts to slide over the surface. (b) The cantilever relaxes and the tip slides in
the opposite direction. (c) The tip adheres to the sample surface due to vanishing relative velocity.

acting friction force. A detailed analysis of the stick-slip interaction in correlation with
the non-linear oscillation is presented in the next section.

4.2 Resonant Cantilever Response of Static-to-Sliding
Transitions
In a dynamic case, stick and slip interactions are responsible for friction induced and
non-linear oscillations. Otherwise, the transition from static-to-sliding friction is of interest regarding physical phenomenons like frictional aging or frictional anisotropy. On the
nanometer scale, these effects have been under investigation recently [50, 51, 49].
For the fres /3 modulation a cantilever resonance response is approved in the preceding
section and furthermore, a transition from linear to non-linear bending oscillation is assumed. In order to give an idea of how stick-slip interactions are correlated with the
transition from linear to non-linear oscillation during an off-resonant surface modulation,
the lever response oscillation depending on the modulation amplitude is investigated.
Thus, the composition of the non-linear oscillation is illustrated. This insight paves the
way to introduce a sample surface imaging technique which maps friction forces at the
static-to-sliding transition.

4.2.1 Resonant Cantilever Response of Static-to-Sliding Transitions
The fast Fourier transformation of a non-linear cantilever bending oscillation for a given
modulation amplitude Amod exhibits that the real-time oscillation consists of a modulation
fmod = fres /3 and a bending resonance fres component. Furthermore, it is assumed, that
the interaction between tip and surface consists of stick and slip parts whose ratio depend
on the acting friction force.
The transition from linear to non-linear cantilever response is experimentally investigated
in a next step. A graphite surface is scanned to find an appropriate area with few defects
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Figure 4.9: Experimental (a)-(d) and simulated (e)-(h) local transitions from linear (green line) to
non-linear (blue line ) lever oscillation by applying a modulation frequency fres /3. The modulation
amplitude Amod is stepwise increased and the lever oscillations in the time domain are shown as
a waterfall plot. The Fourier amplitudes of fres /3 and fres in the response are taken from the
fast Fourier transformation. At the transition amplitude Atrans the resonance component arises.
A substantial variation of Atrans between a freshly cleaved HOPG ((a) and (b)) surface and a
contaminated HOPG surface ((c) and (d)) can be observed. Simulated data show the qualitative
development of the frequency components for both friction contacts (e)-(h). (Figure is published
in Applied Physics Letters, 104 (2014) 113105 )

for an experimental run. Starting at low-level, the modulation amplitude is increased
stepwise and the modulation frequency is set to one third of the resonance frequency. The
amplitudes of both frequency components are determined from the fast Fourier transformation of the averaged real-time oscillation and damping induced resonance shifts have
been compensated.
The real-time oscillations, as well as the development of both frequency components
A(fres /3) and A(fres ) concerning two different friction contacts are depicted in Fig. 4.9
(a) to Fig. 4.9 (d) and indicate a transition from linear to non-linear bending oscillation
of the lever.
The first contact consists of a sharp tip in combination with a freshly-cleaved HOPG surface. For the clean HOPG surface in Fig. 4.9 (b) only the first data indicates a linear
response oscillation. After the transition amplitude Atrans = 0.3 nm is exceeded the response oscillation becomes non-linear, according to an arising third harmonic component
in the fast Fourier transformation. A second contact consists of a contaminated HOPG
surface in contact with a blunt tip. The surface is exposed to air for an extended time.
The data in Fig. 4.9 (d) show a similar transition behavior, but the onset of the non-linear
response occurs at a much higher modulation amplitude Atrans = 1.4 nm.
The phenomenological model in Sec. 4.1.2 is used to understand the underlying tip-sample
interaction in Fig. 4.10. In this case, the interaction between spring-mass system and the
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Figure 4.10: Simulated cantilever tip and sample surface interactions during a modulation using
a frequency fmod = fres /3. For an insufficient modulation amplitude (green dashed line), the tip
follows the modulation movement (blue line) and a linear cantilever response results (d). In the
Fourier analysis (e), the lever frequency matches the frequency of the modulation fres /3. With
increasing modulation amplitude, the restoring force of the lever overcomes the friction threshold,
and a resonance content (red line) in the response oscillation can be recognized (f). In the Fourier
analysis (g), a resonance content fres appears as third harmonic of the modulation frequency fres /3.
Adherence of the tip occurs (c) if the relative velocity between tip and sample becomes vanishingly
low. (Figure is published in Applied Physics Letters, 104 (2014) 113105 )

surface consists of a constant longitudinal force value Ffriction and no distinction between
static and sliding friction is taken into account [34]. Viscous damping is furthermore neglected.
During the off-resonant fres /3 excitation, the response oscillation differs between two states
of oscillation. Concerning small modulation amplitudes, the friction force adheres the mass
to the surface and a linear response results in Fig. 4.10 (d).
After the transition amplitude is reached, a non-linear oscillation is excited. The mass
slips partially across the surface while the spring-mass system oscillates at its natural frequency fres (Fig. 4.10 (g)).
The experimentally transition from linear to non-linear cantilever response is reproduced
in Fig. 4.9 (e) - (h). For the first contact a friction force of Fcleaved = 30 nN is required
to match experiment and simulation Fig. 4.9 (e) and (f). Here, the longitudinal position
of the fiber, with respect to the cantilever, affects the slope of the resonance component.
A considerable higher friction force of Fcontaminated = 210 nN is estimated for the second
contact due to higher load and a contact between a blunt tip and a contaminated surface
[46].
Higher friction forces enlarge the linear response range due to increased stick parts of the
lever tip. In Fig. 4.11 (a) the resonant lever response A(fres ) are simulated for different
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Figure 4.11: (a) Simulations of resonant lever responses A(fres ) caused by an increasing of the
modulation amplitude. The transition amplitudes Atrans from linear to non-linear oscillation can
be determined concerning different friction forces Ffriction . (b) The corresponding amplitudes Atrans
linearly depend on the acting friction force Ffriction .

friction forces Ffriction . The resulting transition amplitudes Atrans linearly depend on the
acting friction force. The arising of resonance signal is directly related to Ffriction .
As a conclusion, a resonant cantilever response appears if the transition from stick-toslip, respectively static-to-sliding friction takes place. Moreover, the transition amplitude
Atrans is directly related to the acting friction force between tip and surface.

4.2.2 Synchronization, Stick-Slip Transitions and Frictional Aging
Stick and slip interactions are directly connected with the transition from static-to-sliding
friction. An increased static friction force due to frictional aging during the stick parts can
influence the sequential flow of stick-slip transitions and modifies the non-linear oscillation.
Experimental and simulated data show that stable non-linear oscillations occur if the
modulation frequency matches an integer fraction of the resonance frequency fmod =
fres /n with n = 1, ..., 5. The effective Q factor governs the frequency distribution around
these frequencies. Moreover, the best signal to noise ratio is being achieved for an fres /3
excitation frequency.
In these cases a synchronization between cantilever and modulation oscillations is assumed
as the determining factor. For the fres /3 excitation, the non-linear oscillation consists of
stick parts leading to a modulation frequency component fres /3 and slip parts leading to a
resonance frequency component fres in the time domain. These two frequency components
are synchronized and a non-linear lever oscillation with a defined period results. In contrast
to other frequencies a stable non-linear oscillation with a defined period is not possible
due to a periodical mismatch between modulation and resonance oscillation parts.
In Fig. 4.12 the simulated relative velocity vr for fres /3 excitations is depicted with respect
to an increasing modulation amplitude. The cantilever tip reaches relative velocities up
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Figure 4.12: Simulated relative velocities vr concerning different modulation amplitudes Amod
for a fres /3 excitation. Velocities up to several hundreds of micrometers per second between tip
and surface can be reached. During the stick parts the relative velocity vanishes. Stick and slip
parts are synchronized and consequently an oscillation with a defined period results. Moreover,
for increasing modulation amplitudes the proportion of stick parts decreases.

to several hundreds of micrometers per second in experiments.
Resting times of the tip during the stick parts are in the range of several microseconds
to tens of microseconds. In common experiments which measure an influence of frictional
aging on the nanometer scale, hold times are in a range of several seconds to minutes [50].
Sticking periods in dynamic friction force microscopy are consequently 105 − 106 times
shorter. Apparently, frictional aging has not to be considered for discussions of stick-slip
induced non-linear cantilever oscillations.
In summary, a simple constant friction force Ffriction is sufficient to describe off-resonant
induced non-linear cantilever oscillation which consist of stick and slip parts between tip
and surface.

4.3 Non-linear Friction Imaging Technique
The transition amplitude Atrans from linear to non-linear oscillation is supposed to depend
linearly on the friction force. In order to realize a friction imaging technique which makes
use of this transition, the modulation amplitude can be controlled by a feedback setup.
The experimental setup, discussed in Chap. 3, can be used as feedback-controlled amplitude excitation technique, as well as a constant amplitude excitation imaging technique.
The non-linear lock-in signal is used to control the modulation amplitude for the feedback
controlled imaging technique in Fig. 3.14. Varying longitudinal interactions between tip
and sample affect the non-linear response of the cantilever and the control voltage of the
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Figure 4.13: Image recording on a contaminated HOPG surface. (a) The topography signal
from the digital feedback shows atomic steps, as well as bubble like structures possibly caused by
micron size inclusions. (b) The simultaneously recorded signal of the feedback controlled transition
amplitude Atrans as a measure of the friction information. Atomically steps are shown as highlighted
lines caused by an increased modulation amplitude. Furthermore, small surface defects can be seen
as highlighted spots. In addition, an area contrast between different parts of the friction image
can be recognized. (Figure is published in Applied Physics Letters, 104 ( 2014) 113105 )

modulation amplitude is a direct measure of the friction force.
In contrast, an excitation of the modulation piezo with constant amplitude can also reflect
tribological properties of surfaces.

4.3.1 Feedback-Controlled Amplitude Excitation Imaging Technique
The steep increase in the non-linear cantilever response which is caused by the onset of
tip sliding can be used as feedback signal to control the modulation amplitude Amod . Simultaneously, a scanning movement of the cantilever in constant deflection mode detects

Figure 4.14: Modulation feedback technique applied on a graphite B-grade surface. (a) The
gradient image of the surface topography reveals abrasion at surface steps due to higher load
forces. (b) In the friction image graphite flakes and smaller grains are detected.
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Figure 4.15: Constant excitation imaging technique on an HOPG B-grade surface. (a, c) The
gradient images of the topography show a flat surface with a few surface steps. (b, d) The corresponding dynamic friction images are dominated by contrast inversions and reveal the shapes of
graphite grains.

the topography of the sample surface.
The modulation feedback setup (Fig. 3.14) applies the fres /3 signal to the modulation
piezo and the third harmonic signal is extracted by the lock-in amplifier. The feedback
maintains a defined lock-in signal at the transition amplitude Atrans to provide a modulation amplitude which reflects the friction interaction at the tip-sample contact. As
already pointed out, increasing friction results in an extended linear oscillation range and
causes extended sticking parts. Applying this technique during the scanning of a surface,
the feedback signal displays a higher modulation amplitude at higher friction contacts to
reach the increased transition amplitude Atrans . A detection of the feedback signal consequently contains a local friction information of the tip sample contact.
This method is applied on a graphite A-grade surface (mosaic spread: 0.4◦ - 0.8◦ ) which
shows a small density of surface steps because of a high grain size. The surface is contaminated due to an extended storage under vacuum conditions. A blunt cantilever tip
is used as force sensor. As presented in Sec. 2.4.1, higher load forces provoke higher
friction forces and the level of Atrans is increased. An increased modulation level ensures
a feedback controlled imaging of friction. This technique breaks down in the case of low
load forces and low friction. In this case, even a modulation amplitude full range is not
applicable to induce an appreciable resonance signal.
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Figure 4.16: (a) Besides surface steps, the topography image depicts a folded graphite flake which
is turned over by the cantilever tip in constant excitation mode. (b) In the dynamic FFM image,
the flake shows a darker contrast as the grain and confirms that the contrast formation can be
explained by the flake scenario.

The scanning of the HOPG surface exhibits atomic steps as highlighted lines caused by
higher friction at step edges (Fig. 4.13). An area contrast between different parts of the
image can be recognized which could be caused by friction anisotropy. Different grain
orientations could influence the friction force at the local tip-sample contact.
The modulation feedback technique is furthermore applied on a clean HOPG B-grade (mosaic spread: 0.8◦ - 1.2◦ ) surface. The lower quality of the sample causes smaller grain sizes
and a higher density of grain boundaries and surface steps. A higher load force causes
abrasion at surface steps which can be recognized in the gradient image of the topography
(Fig. 4.14 (a)). Graphite flakes are pulled off from the surface at the edge.
In the friction image an area contrast can be recognized which has the typical size and
shape of a graphite grain. A separated flake at the surface step is attached to the tip and
the contact consists of two graphite surfaces. A varying lattice orientation of the underlying surface leads to frictional anisotropy. The friction force at the tip-sample contact is
affected by a matching or mismatching of the graphite lattices concerning their 60◦ symmetry [55]. The modulation amplitude is decreased on the grain due to a commensurate
matching of the layers.
In summary, the modulation amplitude feedback technique depicts tribological properties
of surfaces in the view of friction anisotropy and increased friction forces at surface defects.

4.3.2 Constant Amplitude Excitation Imaging Technique
A constant amplitude excitation of the harmonic vibrating sample surface leads to a lockin signal which can directly be detected as friction information. In contrast to a feedback
controlled modulation amplitude, the reference source in the experimental setup (Fig.
3.13) applies a harmonic voltage signal with constant amplitude to the modulation piezo.
The simulated development of the resonance amplitude A(fres ) in Fig. 4.17 depicts that
the lock-in signal is not clearly attributable. Furthermore, the third harmonic signal dis-
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Figure 4.17: The red circles show the simulated resonance amplitude A(fres ) of Fig. 4.7. The
ambiguity of the signal development impedes an interpretation of friction images. In addition, the
blue circle is added to depict the response for a vanishing small friction interaction.

appears at higher friction forces.
This technique is applied on an HOPG B-grade sample surface with a modulation amplitude of Amod = 1 nm. The topography image (Fig. 4.15 (a)) shows a flat surface with
a few surface steps. The dynamic friction image (Fig. 4.15 (b)) reveals areas of varied
signal amplitudes, where the contrast mechanism permanently flips. These contrast flips
can be explained by the presence of a graphite flake which is attached to the tip as well.
During scanning, the flake rotates and adjusts oneself to the surface lattice orientation.
The frictional interaction rapidly changes and therefore the lock-in signal as well.
The constant excitation mode is also usable to reveal a contrast mechanism caused by
graphite grains in Fig. 4.15 (d). A grain is highlighted due to a frictional interaction
between the attached graphite flake and the surface. When the flake rotates, the frictional influence vanishes and the contrast in the image disappears. In Fig. 4.16, a folded
graphite flake is turned over on the surface by the cantilever tip and therefore the lattice
orientation is changed. The dynamic friction image shows a different contrast on the flake
and confirms that the contrast formation can be explained by the flake scenario.
The development of the resonance amplitude A(fres ) in Fig. 4.17 in the low-friction range
(N > 1) can be used as an imaging technique (Chap. 6). Low load forces lead to low friction on HOPG and a resonance component is not induced during the scan of surfaces in the
case of vanishingly low friction (blue circle). By hitting a frictional barrier in this range,
for example, resonance pulses are excited (red circles) and the lock-in releases a short
signal. The fractional resonance excitation technique is applied to metallic nanoparticles
in a next step for an investigation of tip-sample interactions on different materials.
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4.4 Conclusion
The fractional resonance excitation in the direction of the cantilever long-axis excites oscillations of the cantilever beam at resonance if the modulation frequency matches an
integer fraction of the cantilever bending mode resonance fmod = fres /n with n = 1, ..., 5.
Moreover, the best signal to noise ratio is achieved for an excitation of the third harmonic
fmod = fres /3. A fast Fourier transformation of the bending real-time oscillation exhibits
that the vibration is composed of modulation fmod , as well as resonance frequency fres
components.
Based on this experimental data, a phenomenological spring-mass system is developed to
simulate the oscillation state of the lever bending mode at fractional excitations. Here, a
constant friction value Ffriction provokes a non-linear oscillation of the spring-mass system.
Stick and slip interactions between tip and surface excite resonance oscillations of the cantilever beam. If the relative velocity between tip and surface vanishes, the friction adheres
the tip to the surface and the cantilever vibrates at the modulation frequency fmod . Due
to the dynamic movement of the system, the lever spring force can overcome the friction
force and the tip starts to slide over the surface, where the beam vibrates at its resonance
frequency fres until the relative velocity vanishes again. It is found that a synchronization
of stick and slip parts is responsible for the non-linear oscillation at fmod = fres /3.
The friction force determines the non-linearity of the oscillation for a given modulation
amplitude. The static-to-sliding transition is directly related to the transition from linear
to non-linear oscillation. The transition amplitude Atrans of the modulation linearly depends on the acting friction force Ffriction .
Furthermore, a constant force Ffriction sufficiently describes the conditions during the static
friction range. A discontinuity between static and sliding friction is not considered and
consequently an influence of frictional aging is not observed during the very short resting
times of several microseconds.
In the last step a surface imaging technique is developed which maps local friction at
the transition from stick-to-slip on graphite. A lock-in amplifier extracts the resonance
amplitude A(fres ) of the cantilever oscillation and a feedback controls the modulation
amplitude Atrans at the transition from linear to non-linear bending oscillations. Images
reveal an influence of friction interactions between two graphite layers. The commensurate or incommensurate matching of an attached graphite flake with the underlying surface
[55] influences the feedback controlled modulation amplitude. Consequently, a contrast
mechanism can be allocated to graphite grains which can be detected due to frictional
anisotropy.
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5 Dynamic FFM on Antimony Nanoparticles
Nanoparticles on surfaces represent an important sample system for the investigation of
tribological properties between two materials [84, 85]. Various particle materials, ordered
crystalline structures and defined contact areas of interfaces, are an advantage for the
design and analysis of friction force experiments on the nanometer scale [86].
In friction force microscopy the torsional signal of the cantilever is affected by the slope
of asperities and local gradients on the surface which influence the friction signal [87]. For
torsional resonance microscopy (TR mode) it is found that the signal is less sensitive to
variations in the topography [88]. In dynamic friction force microscopy (dynamic FFM)
the resonance signal depends on the strength of the friction interaction. Furthermore, the
topography of sample surfaces influences a contrast formation in dynamic friction images
[61]. Variations of local surface gradients can cause shifts of the resonant frequency and
lead to signal variations [59].
For a better understanding of a topographical crosstalk, the fractional resonance technique
is applied to metallic nanoparticles with diameters of up to a few tens of nanometers and
heights of up to several nanometers.
The signal contrast between the underlying sample material and the metallic particles
offers further information about the resonance signal, respectively friction interactions on
different materials.

5.1 Antimony Nanoparticles on HOPG
An evaporator (Knudsen cell) is mounted at a feedthrough on top of the UHV transfer
chamber (Fig. 3.2) and vaporizes antimony onto sample surfaces in ultra-high vacuum at
around 360 ◦ C. Deposited antimony on graphite surfaces forms nanoparticles [89]. The

Figure 5.1: A cantilever scans a graphite surface (a) and an antimony nanoparticle (b). The
sample is modulated at fres /3 and a friction contact between tip and substrate excites resonance
oscillations fres of the cantilever beam. The resonance amplitude A(fres ) is monitored and provides
information about friction interactions on HOPG and antimony (Sb).
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Figure 5.2: (a) Topography image of antimony nanoparticles on an HOPG A-grade surface. The
interaction with a cantilever tip pushes them away and prevents a fully imaging of their shape.
(b) Signal of the bending resonance oscillation caused by an off-resonance sample modulation at
fres /3.

size of the particles can be controlled by the deposition rate and time. Sb4 clusters conglomerate on the surface and amorphous nanoparticles start to grow with spherical shape
[89, 90, 91]. At diameters of about 120 nm, antimony particles change their shape and
fingerlink structures start to grow caused by a transition from an amorphous to a crystalline structure [90].
The fractional resonance method is applied to metallic nanoparticles on a graphite surface
for an investigation of the non-linear signal response on different materials. The topography of particles shows high surface gradients and can influence the mechanic properties
of cantilevers. Material dependent amplitudes and gradient induced frequency shifts of
the free bending resonance frequency result and influence the contrast in dynamic friction
images.

5.1.1 Nanoparticles on a High-Quality Graphite Surface
In a first experimental cycle, antimony is evaporated onto a graphite A-grade surface in
Fig. 5.2. Amorphous nanoparticles cover the surface and are scanned with a cantilever tip
in contact mode. The topography image (Fig. 5.2 (a)) shows particles with their typical
shape and size.
Additionally, the surface is modulated with a constant modulation amplitude at fres /3 for
a frictional excitation of the bending mode. The interaction of particles with the plane
surface of the high-quality graphite sample is obviously weak and the tip pushes them
out of their stable positions during scanning. Once the surface is scanned, a substantial
manipulation in the arrangement of particles results and reproducible conditions are not
possible. Moreover, the high mobility prevents long-term measurement at particles.
Focusing on friction, the resonance signal in Fig. 5.2 (b) indicates a topographical influence
concerning the signal amplitude. The signal ampliutde on particles is obviously increased
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Figure 5.3: (a) The topography shows an antimony nanoparticle on a HOPG B-grade surface
which is trapped between two surface steps. (b) Besides an increased signal at defects, the resonance
signal on the particle is higher compared to the HOPG surface. Furthermore, signal variations on
the particle are caused by topographical variations.

in contrast to the signal amplitude on the graphite surface. Nevertheless, the signal
fluctuates and shows darker and brighter areas. A second sample system is prepared for
a more detailed investigation of a topographical influence on the signal amplitude.

5.1.2 Nanoparticles on a Low-Quality Graphite Surface
In order to overcome the drawback of a high particle mobility on surfaces, antimony is
evaporated onto a graphite sample with lower quality. HOPG B-grade samples exhibit
surfaces with an increased amount of defects. A higher interaction at surface steps provides a stabilization of particle positions and prevents sliding and rotations of the particle.
Fig. 5.3 depicts an antimony particle which is trapped between two surface steps and is
scanned with a modulation amplitude of Amod = 1.5 nm and a frequency of 20.33 kHz.
The particle stays firmly in the defect limited area, even after repeated imaging scans.
Surface steps can be recognized in the friction image due to an interaction with the cantilever tip. Furthermore, the resonance amplitude is higher on the nanoparticle compared
to the signal on the bare graphite surface. This indicates increased non-linear interactions
on antimony.
The signal on antimony shows considerable variations due to a crosstalk with the particle
topography. Bhushan [87] introduced the ratchet mechanism to discuss a topographical
influence on friction during scanning a rough surface. Here, the tip-sample interaction
depends on the slope of an asperity and the scanning direction in conventional FFM experiments. The friction signal is higher when the tip scans up a surface slope and smaller
when it scans the slope down [92].
Fig. 5.4 shows a topography profile of the nanoparticle (Fig. 5.3) and the corresponding
lock-in signal for a forward (trace) and backward (retrace) scan. Signal variations for both
scans are similar and indicate that the signal amplitude does not depend primarily on the
scanning direction.
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Figure 5.4: The topography profile (red dashed line) of an antimony nanoparticle shows variations
in the topography slope. The single-frequency lock-in signal for a forward (trace) and backward
(retrace) scan are similar and indicate a surface gradient induced shift of the free bending resonance
frequency fres .

Variations of local surface gradients of the particle topography causes shifts of the free
bending resonance frequency fres towards higher and lower frequencies [59]. Apart from an
increased signal contribution on the right edge of the particle, it seems that the transition
from a negative to a positive particle slope leads to an increased signal. A gradient induced
frequency shift is a first explanation which causes signal variations of the lock-in and does
not depend on the scanning direction. The frequency shift cannot be compensated by the
single-frequency lock-in mode. Signal fluctuations in friction images occur and may give
the impression of different friction interactions.
This example specifies limitations of the off-resonant modulation fres /3 and single-frequency
lock-in technique regarding nanoparticles with heights of several nanometers.

5.2 Topography and Friction Image Sequence on an Antimony
Nanoparticle
An antimony nanoparticle on HOPG is selected for further investigations of topography
induced resonance shifts on particles. A single-frequency modulation is applied to the
modulation piezo and the resonance amplitude A(fres ) is extracted as third harmonic by
the lock-in amplifier. The modulation frequency is stepwise increased in a range from 19
kHz to 21.5 kHz and a whole topography and friction image is monitored at each frequency
step.
In Fig. 5.5, three images of the sequence are depicted which show the topography and
lock-in signal with respect to different excitation frequencies. The friction signal on the
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Figure 5.5: The figure depicts an excerpt of an image sequence on an antimony nanoparticle
for three different modulation frequencies fmod . The signal is extracted as third harmonic of
the modulation frequency A(fres ). (a) The shape of the particle in topography changes due to
modulation induced abrasion. (b) Signal variations in the friction images are caused by variations of
the topography and suggest a contrast dependence in friction images on the modulation frequency.

nanoparticle is dominated by contrast fluctuations. With increasing frequency, dark areas
on the left side of the particle get brighter, whereas bright areas on the right side get
darker. Furthermore, the underlying graphite surface contributes its maximum signal at
a modulation frequency of 19.8 kHz.
Resonance signals A(fres ) for different areas on the particle are extracted in Fig. 5.6. The
blue mark depicts the lock-in signal for the left particle slope, the green mark corresponds
with the signal on the right slope and the red mark shows the signal for antimony debris
on the surface. In addition, a resonance curve of the graphite surface is extracted from the
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Figure 5.6: Resonance curves on antimony (green, red, blue) and HOPG (black) extracted from
the image sequence in Fig.5.5. Topography induced resonance shifts cover a frequency range of
about ∆f = 2 kHz. The resonance frequency on HOPG is below the frequencies on antimony. The
quality factor on antimony (red curve) is QSb = 46 and on HOPG QHOPG = 138.

image series and reveal that the Q-factor on HOPG is increased compared to antimony
factors.
Resonance curves exhibit that a maximum signal contribution on antimony varies in range
of ∆f = 2 kHz. Besides friction interactions between tip and sample, a contribution of the
surface potential in Eq. 2.21 influences the resonance frequency fres if an elasticity of the
contact is not considered. This affects the effective spring constant keff [93]. The cantilever
gets stiffer for a positive particle slope and less stiffer for a negative particle slope. By
taking a lever spring constant of 175 N/m and frequency variations in an interval of 2
kHz into account, the effective spring constant can vary within a range of about ±6 N/m
during scanning a particle for a first estimation. With regard to the frequency on HOPG,
greater variations of the effective spring constant are possible.
Extracting the resonance amplitude A(fres ) at a fixed modulation frequency, differences in
the signal are primarily caused by topography-induced frequency shifts of the resonance.
Therefore, a single-frequency friction image depicts artificial signal variations caused by
local surface gradients of the topography and does not represent the friction interaction
between tip and sample entirely.
During monitoring the sequential images, the particle changes its shape and size. The
interaction between a silicon cantilever tip and an antimony nanoparticle causes abrasion
of the particle. The form of the particle changes towards a more spherical shape and the
ablated volume is distributed over the surface.
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5.3 Resonance Curves on Graphite and Antimony

The signal amplitude A(fres ) on antimony is considerably higher in comparison to the
signal amplitude on the underlying graphite surface, as can be seen in friction images.
Series of frequency sweeps from 19 kHz to 21.5 kHz around fres /3 are conducted for an
investigation of the non-linear signal coupling on graphite and on an antimony nanoparticle. The modulation amplitude Amod is stepwise increased in a range of 0.5 nm to 5 nm
for each sweep. The lock-in amplifier extracts the resonance amplitude around fres in Fig.
5.7.
As a first interpretation, a non-linear interaction force between cantilever tip and antimony excites non-linear oscillations with a large resonance proportion A(fres ), whereas
on graphite the amount of the resonance amplitude is lower due to smaller interactions
between tip and surface. Furthermore, the resonance amplitudes rise with increasing
modulation amplitudes. In this case, the amount of energy which is transferred to the
resonance oscillation increases with increasing modulation amplitude and results in higher
resonance amplitudes A(fres ).
The effective quality factors are taken from the resonance curves in Fig. 5.8 for each evaluable frequency sweep. The quality factors on graphite are greater and rise more quickly
compared to the factors on antimony which indicates higher damping on antimony.
Moreover, the quality factors rise with increasing modulation amplitude. The modulation
frequency has to match fres /3 more exactly to reach a synchronization between modulation and resonance oscillation and to excite the non-linear oscillation state with regard to
increasing modulation amplitudes. This effect is obviously more important for contacts
with lower damping where the quality of resonance curves rises faster.

Figure 5.7: Series of single-frequency sweeps on HOPG (a) and on an antimony nanoparticle (b)
with increasing modulation amplitude Amod from 0.5 nm to 5 nm in 0.5 nm steps. The amplitude
of the resonance curves rises with increasing modulation amplitude. The signal excitation, as well
as the width of the resonance curves on antimony is greater than on HOPG.
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Figure 5.8: Effective quality factors on HOPG and antimony. The quality factors of the non-linear
oscillations on HOPG, as well as on antimony increase with increasing modulation amplitude.

5.4 Single-Frequency Excitation and Band Excitation Method
on Antimony
Topographical variations of nanoparticles have a strong impact on the lock-in signal of
the single-frequency and off-resonant modulation technique as pointed out in the previous
sections. In Fig. 5.9 (b), antimony nanoparticles were scanned with this technique (Amod
= 2.8 nm) and the friction image shows the mentioned contrast mechanism. On antimony
the signal is increased, but strongly influenced by variations of local surface gradients.
The excitation signal of the band excitation method (Fig. 3.16) covers a whole frequency
range in a required range ∆f around the free resonance frequency fres of the cantilever
bending mode. The signal analysis of the oscillation response exhibits local resonance
curves during scanning the surface. The excitation pulse in Fig. 5.9 (c) covers a frequency
range from 18 kHz to 22 kHz with an amplitude of 2.5 nm. The maximum amplitudes
A(fres, max ) of each resonance curve are extracted for dynamic friction imaging.
The dynamic friction image shows nearly homogenous contrast on graphite and antimony.
Contrarily to single-frequency excitations, the signal amplitudes A(fres, max ) are lower
compared to the single-frequency signal on the graphite surface. Obviously, the difference
between both excitation signals affect the non-linear oscillation state of the bending mode
on antimony and the used experimental parameters lead to a contrast inversion. In this
case, increased stick parts due to higher friction interactions in the band excitation method
on antimony prevent a distinct amount of resonance oscillations in the slip parts (compare
Fig. 4.17). The excitation amplitude is not suitable to excite high resonance signals on
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Figure 5.9: (a) Topography of antimony nanoparticles. Contrarily to single-frequency lock-in
mode fres (a), the amplitude of the band excitation (BE) method (c) on antimony is smaller
compared to signal amplitudes on HOPG.

antimony and the signal on HOPG is clearly emphasized.
Moreover, in Fig. 5.10 (a, b) the frequency fres, max of the signal is monitored during
scanning and a rough estimation for the effective quality factor Q can be calculated
Q=

fres, max
,
∆f

(5.1)

where ∆f represents the bandwidth of the curve. This approach is used to minimize
computation times for the data analysis during scanning.
Frequencies fres, max in Fig. 5.10 (a) are shifted towards higher values for positive particle
slopes and shifted towards lower frequencies for negative particles slopes. This result
clearly confirms that frequency shifts are caused by variations of local surface gradients.
A rough estimation of effective quality factors in Fig. 5.10 (b) furthermore confirms that
the quality on graphite (i) QHOPG = 260 is increased compared to the quality on antimony
(ii) QSb = 80. In the next chapter, the fractional resonance excitation technique is applied
to surface defects on the bare carbon model system HOPG for a systematic investigation
of cantilever interactions at defects.

Figure 5.10: The band excitation (BE) method exhibits maps of frequency shifts (a) and effective
quality factors (b) on nanoparticles (ii) and the underlying graphite surface (i).
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5.5 Conclusion
Off-resonant excitations in dynamic friction force microscopy on antimony nanoparticles
exhibit that the cantilever resonance response is strongly affected by the topography of
the particles. Variations of surface gradients cause shifts of the resonance frequency fres
and lead to signal variations in friction images.
A friction image sequence reveals resonance curves on antimony and HOPG and exhibits
that the maximum signal contribution on antimony varies in a range of ∆f = 2 kHz. Besides friction interactions between tip and sample, a contribution of the surface gradient
influences the resonance frequency fres and affects the effective spring constant keff . A
single-frequency friction image consequently depicts artificial signal variations caused by
variations of local surface gradients in the topography and does not represent the friction
interaction between tip and sample entirely.
The effective quality factors on graphite are higher and rise more quickly compared to the
factors on antimony. This indicates that damping on antimony is increased compared to
graphite whereas non-linear friction interactions are stronger between tip and substrate.
The band excitation method reveals resonance curves for each image pixel during scanning and the signal analysis depicts maps of maximum amplitudes A(fres, max ), frequency
shifts fres, max and quality factors Q. Contrarily to single-frequency excitations, the band
excitation amplitudes on antimony are lower compared to the underlying graphite surface. Frequency shifts with regard to different slopes on nanoparticles confirm that an
off-resonant and single-frequency excitation is not entirely suitable to reproduce friction
interactions on nanoparticles.
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6 Dynamic FFM: Image Contrast of
Graphite Surface Defects
Defect structures in carbon materials have a strong impact on their physical properties
[94, 95, 96, 16]. Especially for the monolayer carbon material graphene those defects play
an important role for the electrical conductivity and mechanical stiffness [97, 98, 99, 100,
101, 102, 103, 104]. For a detailed understanding of the influence of defects, however, it is
important to analyze their exact structure and configuration. Here, dynamic friction force
microscopy (dynamic FFM) is used to study surface defects on the carbon model system
HOPG (highly oriented pyrolytic graphite).
Defects on graphite can occur in several different configurations [67]. For example surface
steps are mainly caused by cleavage processes of topmost layers. [105]. Grain boundaries
constitute another type of defect and occur at the intersections between different crystalline orientations. Line defects cause discoordinations of the atomic lattice and disrupt
the crystal symmetry. Using scanning probe techniques, surface defects on an atomic scale
have been investigated and reported in several studies [94, 95, 96, 16, 106, 105, 107]. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has been used, for example, to resolve the superlattice
structures of boundaries, describing the image contrast by Moiré patterns [95, 96].
Here, the image contrast of surface defects (steps and grain boundaries) in dynamic FFM
is focused [12, 75, 73, 76, 74]. In this technique the tip is always in contact with the surface,
while the sample position is modulated laterally at one third of the cantilever resonance.
Non-linear frictional tip- sample interactions lead to an excitation of the cantilever eigenresonance. This resonance amplitude is recorded as the dynamic friction signal during
scanning. It is found that the signal of the dynamic FFM technique gives direct access to
frictional properties of surfaces and can resolve defects with very high sensitivity. Surface

Figure 6.1: (a) The off-resonance modulation fres /3 of a defect-free surface with low load leads
to small interactions at the tip-sample contact and causes a small oscillation amplitude A(fres )
of lever bending oscillation. (b) Increased interaction forces at defects can lead to an increased
resonance response A(fres ) and can cause a contrast mechanism in friction images.
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Figure 6.2: (a) High pass filtered and gradient shaded AFM image of the topography of an
HOPG surface. (b) Simultaneously obtained dynamic friction image, i.e. the amplitude at fres
= 3 · fmod from the lock-in amplifier, showing surface steps and grain boundaries (indicated by
arrows). Graphite grains are highlighted in different colors. Image parameters were: fmod = 20.02
kHz, Amod = 2 nm.

steps as well as grain boundaries can be identified, and model simulations are presented
which can explain the image contrast.
Further, a rapid band excitation scheme (frequency chirps) is used to obtain the complete
resonance curves around the defects, revealing changes in the quality factor Q and resonance frequency fres of the dynamic lever oscillations [59, 77, 60]. In particular, it is found
that the elastic properties at step edges influence the image contrast in dynamic FFM.
The content of this chapter is submitted to a peer-reviewed journal (F. Mertens et al.,
”Dynamic friction force microscopy using fractional resonance excitation: Image contrast
of graphite surface defects”, (2015)).

6.1 Surface Steps and Grain Boundaries
An HOPG B-grade (mosaic spread: 0.8◦ - 1.2◦ ) sample is used in experiments which
provides a suitable model surface with a significant amount of surface defects and an
averaged grain size of a few microns. The sample is cleaved with a scotch tape under
ambient conditions and directly inserted in the load lock of the UHV system.
A fresh and sharp cantilever tip (PPP-Contr) is used and furthermore load forces are kept
below 5 nN during measurements to avoid surface modifications.
In the following experiments two different types of excitation and detection schemes are
applied. On the one hand, the sub-resonance single-frequency fres /3 excitation is applied
to the sample while the cantilever oscillation signal at its resonance is detected by a lockin amplifier (Fig. 3.15). The single frequency lock-in detection scheme performs signal
analysis with a very high sensitivity, but has limitations in cases where the resonance
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Figure 6.3: A zoom of Fig. 6.2 showing details of the topography. (b) The dynamic FFM image
reveals a bi-atomic surface step (bottom center) which crosses a grain boundary and is split into
two mono-atomic steps. The non-linear interactions between tip and surface defects cause an
increased resonance signal A(fres ). (c) Line profile from (b) showing the dynamic FFM signal over
a grain boundary and two subsequent steps.

frequency of the cantilever shifts due to the tip-sample interaction. Therefore, on the
other hand, a band excitation (BE) method (Fig. 3.16) is used to analyze the cantilever
response in the full frequency spectrum.

6.1.1 Graphite Surface Defects imaged by Dynamic FFM
First, the single frequency lock-in technique is used for imaging. The topography of a large
area scan on HOPG shows a high occurrence of surface steps, as expected for the here used
sample grade (Fig. 6.2 (a)). The simultaneously acquired dynamic friction image (Fig. 6.2
(b)) shows these step edges as bright lines. As outlined above the dynamic friction image
represents the oscillation signal amplitude of the cantilever at its resonance frequency
while the sample is laterally modulated at one third of the resonance frequency. The
image contrast is therefore directly related to non-linear tip-sample interactions. Bright
structures indicate areas with enhanced non-linear tip-sample interaction, as expected at
step edges and surface defects. The modulation frequency fmod was adjusted to obtain an
optimized image contrast at the surface steps and defects. This was achieved by tuning the
third harmonic signal response of the lock-in amplifier slightly off the resonance maximum
observed in defect-free areas of the graphite surface.
Apart from an enhanced friction signal at the step edges, a network-like structure of less
pronounced bright lines is visible. These are grain boundaries which are not visible in
the topography. For better visibility, the corresponding grains are lightly colored in Fig.
6.2 (b). A closer inspection reveals that grain boundaries act as weak links during the
cleavage process, where surface steps can arise or change their direction. A zoom into a
surface area, where three grain boundaries converge into one point is shown in Fig. 6.3
(b). In the lower part of the image a double step is identified that splits two monoatomic
steps at the position where a grain boundary crosses, a typical coincidence. A line profile
of the dynamic FFM signal is shown in (c), passing one grain boundary and two surface
steps. The signal amplitude across the grain boundary is clearly above noise level, but
smaller than the contribution from the step edges.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Topography and (b) friction image on graphite, detected by using the fractional
excitation technique. A small tilt angle between two rotated graphite grains (i) and (ii) forms
a superlattice structure which is resolved with the AFM tip. Periodically distributed defects are
revealed due to their increased frictional interaction. A protrusion provokes the highest friction
contribution to the signal, whereas a topographical influence caused by other defects is not observed. Image parameters were: fmod = 20.21 kHz, Amod = 7 nm.

A comparison of topography and dynamic FFM images shows distinct differences. The
topography image shows the surface steps on the top layer, as well as subsurface structures
and steps in the graphite layers underneath. For example, a diagonally traversing step is
clearly visible on the upper right corner and a darker area with lower topography is seen
in the upper left corner. Those features are not seen in the dynamic FFM signal which
is sensitive only to surface defects in the top layer. Furthermore, three grain boundaries
converging into one point are clearly visible in the dynamic FFM signal in the upper left
corner, which are not seen in the topography (except a faint signal of the upper center
grain boundary).
This contrast formation indicates that dynamic friction images reveal surface defects with
high sensitivity at low load. A low resonance signal A(fres ) is excited on defect-free surface
areas due to low non-linear interaction forces at the tip-sample contact (N > 1 in Fig.
4.17). In contrast, at defects considerable increased non-linear interactions excite short
resonance pulses which can be detected by the lock-in.

6.1.2 Small-Angle Tilt Grain Boundaries
A second example in Fig. 6.4 depicts grain boundaries which converge towards a point
and additionally show a periodical superstructure. Again, the dynamic FFM signal in (b)
clearly shows the grain boundary, while no corresponding contrast is seen in the topography
image (a). Interestingly, within the periodic structure of the grain boundary in Fig. 6.4
(b) there is one local high signal contribution which is also observed in the topography
Fig. 6.4 (a), whereas other defects cannot be recognized. One grain boundary extends
across the surface from the middle of the image to the top right corner. It divides two
grains with different lattice orientations labeled with (i) and (ii). The grain boundary
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Figure 6.5: In a simple picture (c), the rotation angle θ between two grains (i) and(ii) determines
the superlattice periodicity of tilt grain boundaries. A line profile (d) depicts the oscillation
amplitude at defects with a periodicity of 42 nm.

shows an oscillating image contrast with a periodicity of about 42 nm (see line profile in
Fig. 6.5 (b)). This is a superlattice structure which develops at the boundary between
two grains with a very small tilt angle between different lattice orientations. Fig. 6.5 (a)
graphically demonstrates the relation between tilt angle and periodicity psuperlattice [95, 96].
The structure is described by a Moiré pattern [96] where distances between defects depend
on the tilt angle θ

psuperlattice =

b
.
2 · sin(θ/2)

(6.1)

The value b describes the Burgers vector which here is the lattice constant 0.246 nm of
the graphite lattice [95].
With the periodicity of about psuperlattice = 42 nm and assuming a small-angle tilt grain
boundary, Eq. 6.1 can be simplified and the tilt angle θ is found to be
θ=

b
= 0.34◦
psuperlattice

(6.2)

Realistic contact sizes between tip and surface are in the range of several nanometers and
only substructures of tilt-grain boundaries with very small tilt angels can be resolved in
dynamic friction force microscopy [46].
In Fig. 6.6 the superlattice periodicity is depicted as a function of the tilt angle θ. For
small angles a hyperbolic function describes the periodicity, where smaller angles lead to
increasing distances between surface defects. Obviously, only substructures of tilt angle
boundaries concerning angles approximately smaller than 1.5◦ can be resolved.
Another interesting feature of the dynamic FFM signal is found when comparing the two
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Figure 6.6: Schematic illustration for the detection of a superlattice periodicity with an AFM
tip. The periodicity of the structure behaves hyperbolic (red line) concerning small tilt angles.
The lower limit of structural resolution is limited by the tip radius and consequently only Moiré
patterns caused by very small tilt angles can be resolved.

surface steps (I) and (II) which are found with the height of a monoatomic layer in the
topography. Surface step (I) is located on top of the surface and contributes a noticeably
signal to the dynamic FFM signal. In contrast, surface step (II) presumably runs beneath
the topmost layer and does not noticeably affect the friction signal.
These examples typify that the dynamic FFM signal with the lock-in technique can give
a very high signal sensitivity to subtle surface defects like grain boundaries, which are
otherwise not or barely observed in the topography signal. However, at this point is
unclear what gives rise to the different image contrasts for grain boundaries and steps.
Therefore, the dynamic FFM image signal is simulated for several defect types based on
an atomic friction model.

6.1.3 Lateral Interaction Forces at Surface Defects
An algorithm, presented by Hölscher et al [16] (Sec. 2.2.1), is used as starting point for
calculations of dynamic interactions of a cantilever tip at surface defects.
In contrast to an undisturbed crystalline surface, the atomic surface coordination is altered
and leads to variations in the interaction potential. Atoms from the first layer of a 2D-
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crystalline structure are removed to simulate a step edge. At the position of the surface
defect in Fig. 6.7 (a), an increased lateral surface potential results which is also referred
to as Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier [108, 109]. Furthermore, an example for a 3D-crystalline
structure is depicted in Fig. 6.7 (b).
The variations in the surface potential at the position of a step edge can be used to
simulate increased lateral forces during stick-slip movements of a cantilever tip in friction
force microscopy experiments [16].
For a first approximation, a single atom is removed from the surface to simulate the lateral
surface potential of a grain boundary in Fig. 6.7 (c, d). As in the case of a surface step,
variations in the surface potential arise which lead to increased lateral interaction forces
at the defect.
This approach is used to calculate the non-linear interaction of a cantilever tip at a surface
defect during modulation. The cantilever tip experiences an increased lateral force during
scanning over the defect due to distortions of the atomic lattice.

Figure 6.7: (a) Atoms of the first layer are removed to simulate a step edge on a surface. The
lateral interaction potential is also known as Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier and causes increased friction
at surface steps. (b) Illustration of the potential barrier of a three-dimensional hexagonal crystal
structure (hcp) with a lattice constant of 0.3 nm. (c) The potential barrier of a single-point surface
defect and (c) the analogue illustration of the three-dimensional crystal structure.
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Figure 6.8: Basic model for simulations of non-linear interactions in dynamic friction frce microscopy at surface defects. The surface moves with a relative and constant velocity vscan = 1·10−6
m/s, similar to experimental scanning speeds, and is additionally modulated at fres /3. Non-linear
interactions excite the mass which oscillates around its equilibrium position x = 0.

6.2 Simulations of Dynamic FFM Signal at Defects
For simulations of the dynamic FFM signal, the cantilever is represented by a spring-mass
system (Fig. 6.8) [74]. The mass is connected with a spring and the surface vibrates at
fres /3. Spring constant klever = 175 N/m and mass m = 1.23 · 10−9 kg determine the
resonance frequency fres = 60 kHz of the system.
A constant longitudinal friction force Ffriction affects the mass and induces non-linear
resonant response [34, 74]. Furthermore, a viscous damping constant γ is taken into
account [31]. With respect to the relative velocity vr = vmass − vsurf between mass and
surface, dissipative forces on a flat surface area without defects are given by
Fdiss = −Ffriction · sgn (vr ) − γ · vr .

(6.3)

Please note that in contrast to conventional atomic stick-slip simulations, a stick-slip type
motion of the tip is not assumed here, since the relative velocities are many orders of
magnitude higher than in static FFM measurements. This assumption was verified by
a direct comparison of experimental and similar simulations before (see Sec. 4.2). Also,
the simulation does not differentiate between static and sliding friction contributions but
resort to one friction value.
In the next step the surface defects are modeled, i.e. steps edges and grain boundaries
Fdef . As outlined before, the atomic coordination at the step edge is altered and causes
variations in the atomic interaction potential with surface atoms which is also referred to
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Figure 6.9: Forces at a grain boundary (a), step edge (c) and combined grain boundary/step edge
defect (e). Simulated resonance signal (b, d, f) during scanning over the defects with a modulation
amplitude of Amod = 0.5 nm. Dissipation on the surface is considered by γ = 9 · 10−6 Ns/m and
Ffriction = 0.04 nN. Viscous damping is assumed to be increased at the defects γ = 1.35 · 10−5
Ns/m.

as Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier [108, 109]. In atomic models of friction force microscopy it
is usually assumed that one atom at the apex of the AFM tip interacts with the surface
atoms [16]. In the spirit of that model, the lattice structure and algorithm presented before [16] are reproduced to calculate the effective energy barrier for surface defects.
In Fig. 6.9 (a),(c) and (e) the additional lateral force contributions Fdef due to a missing
atom defect, a monoatomic surface step and a combined atomic defect and step, respectively, are depicted. The missing atom defect is a simple 1D representation of a grain
boundary and can be viewed as the maximum possible distortion of the atomic lattice due
to dissimilar oriented grains at their mutual interface (i.e. emulating the atomic lattice at
the position of the ⊥-symbols in Fig. 6.5 (a)). For model simulations, the atomic defect
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potential is matched with the average friction approach in Eq. 6.3. In a first approximation, for a qualitative interpretation, the lateral defect force Fdef (red curves in Fig. 6.9
(a),(c) and (e)) is taken which is then assumed to be encountered by the laterally moving
tip at the position of the defect. The spring force and the frictional forces are summed for
simulations
m · ẍmass = −xmass · klever + Fdef + Fdiss .

(6.4)

In order to mimic the dynamic FFM method, the surface is simulated to vibrate laterally
at fmod = fres /3 and induces tip oscillations, i.e. position xmass of the mass m around
its equilibrium position at x = 0, which are calculated by a numerical algorithm. In this
method the tip motion vscan is coupled to the surface oscillation by the frictional forces in
Eq. 6.3 and Fdef . Interaction forces between mass and surface are calculated with respect
to the interaction coordinate
xi = xmass − xsurf .

(6.5)

In Fig. 6.9 (b, d, f) the resonance component A(fres ) of the tip oscillation, taken from a
fast Fourier transformation, is shown for the three defect types. Each data point represents
an averaged amplitude with regard to one modulation period at fres /3. Small dissipative
friction forces Fdiss between tip and surface cause a low signal. If the mass encounters a
surface defect, non-linear interactions at the defect barrier increase the resonance oscillations of the mass. Furthermore, an increased viscous damping parameter with respect to
the flat surface is used at the position of the defect, to account for the enhanced damping
properties of defective graphite layers.
The simulated data qualitatively confirms that the here considered surface defects result
in an enhanced amplitude at the cantilever resonance as observed in the experiments in
Fig. 6.3 (b). The simulated resonance amplitude values for the atomic defect and the
monoatomic step are of similar magnitude, while the experiments show a factor of about
three larger amplitudes for the step as opposed to the grain boundary. However, the here
simulated missing atom defect can be considered as the maximum defect geometry along
a grain boundary and on average a smaller signal should be seen, consistent with the
experiments.
However, close observation of the simulated amplitude data reveals a substructure in the
signal, e.g. three distinct peaks along a step edge which is not seen in the line profiles
of the experimental data in Fig. 6.3 (c). In order to resolve this substructure in the
experiments, a measurement of the topography and dynamic FFM signal (Fig. 6.10) with
enhanced lateral resolution and optimized modulation amplitude, as well as frequency is
done on an area with a step edge (left hand side) and combined grain boundary/step edge
(right hand side). In the latter a grain boundary crosses a monoatomic step edge on the
right part of the image.
The images already indicate that a sub-structure exists in the amplitude signal along the
surface steps. One representative line profile of the cantilever resonance amplitude on the
step-edge on the left hand side is shown in Fig. 6.10 (c) and two line profiles along the
grain boundary/step edge on the right hand side in Fig. 6.10 (d) and (e).
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Figure 6.10: (a) The topography depicts a monoatomic surface step which is crossed by a grain
boundary on the right part of the image. (b) The dynamic FFM channel shows an increased signal
at the step edges (fmod = 20.2 kHz). (c - e) Line profiles of the dynamic friction signal at the
indicated positions 1 and 2 (monoatomic step edge) and 3 (grain boundary plus step edge) show
a distinct fine structure along the defects.

The step edge on the left hand side (Fig. 6.10 (c)) shows a three peak substructure in
the amplitude signal, similar to the simulation in Fig. 6.9 (d). In the experiment the
middle peak, however, is much more pronounced than the side peaks, which is different
from the simulations. For the combined grain boundary/step edge in Fig. 6.10 (d, e) a
triple peak structures is found, in good agreement with the simulations. Depending on the
exact position of the tip along the defect, the height of the peaks alternates a fingerprint
of the above discussed Moiré pattern of the grain boundary.
Please note that the horizontal axis in the experimental line profiles and the simulations
encompass very different ranges. For example the distance between the two outer peaks
for the monoatomic step edge in the experiment (Fig. 6.10 (d)) is about 15 nm, while the
corresponding distance in the simulated amplitude graph (Fig. 6.9 (d)) is 1 nm. This is
due to the different lateral oscillation amplitudes used in the experiment and the simulation of 7 nm and 0.5 nm, respectively. The ratio between peak distances and oscillation
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amplitudes are about 15 in both cases, showing that the sub-structure range is directly
related to the sample modulation amplitude.
While there is no attempt to explain the physical reason for the precise fine structure at
this point, the model qualitatively explains the experiments and the observed enhanced
dynamic FFM signal at defects and steps. A direct quantitative comparison is difficult
due to certain unknown parameters, like contact stiffness, tip shape and viscous damping
factor. Moreover, the force interaction between tip and surface may also result in a shift
of the effective cantilever resonance which is completely neglected so far. Since a fixed
frequency fmod = fres /3 is excited and the cantilever amplitude is also read out at a fixed
frequency fres , a resonance shift may change the cantilever amplitude signal substantially,
and consequently influence the precise fine structure of the signal.
Therefore, in the next step, measurements of the cantilever amplitude signal are performed
along a step edge as a function of the excitation frequency. Since a complete frequency
sweep at each tip-sample position would be too time consuming and drift effects would
dominate, a rapid band excitation method is implemented in the following.

6.3 Dynamic Friction Signal using the Band Excitation Method
In order to implement a fast frequency dependent analysis of the cantilever amplitude behavior, an off-resonant chirp signal is applied to the modulation piezo during scanning. A
frequency range from 20.0 - 20.6 kHz around the fres /3 of the bending mode was used. In

Figure 6.11: Off-resonant chirp excitation at a graphite surface step. The profile of the topography indicates a step height of 2.3 nm (a, b). Each pixel in the amplitude and frequency image
represents a single resonance measurement (c, d). The maximum amplitude (c) exhibits a higher
signal at the surface step. Additionally, the interaction causes a slight shift towards higher frequencies (d).
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the following measurements, the excitation amplitude was kept constant at 1.5 nm, except
at the band edges to avoid artificial peaks (see also Fig. 3.16) [45]. The digital signal
processing and fast Fourier transformation of the resonant cantilever response obtains a
complete resonance curve at each image pixel. The characteristic parameters of the resonance curves, i.e. quality factor, resonance frequency and amplitude, can be extracted
and used for mapping the local dynamic friction induced tip-sample interaction.
The topography of a multiple surface step with a height of 2.3 nm is depicted in Fig.
6.11 (a) and (b). Again, an increased amplitude signal with a threefold sub-structure is
seen along the step edge in Fig. 6.11 (c). However, a considerable shift of the cantilever
resonance towards higher frequencies along the step edge is observed in Fig. 6.11 (d).
This means that the amplitude signal in the previous dynamic FFM measurements using
a fixed excitation and read-out frequency is indeed a convolution of amplitude changes, as
well as frequency shift effects.
For better analysis, the averaged resonance curves of the cantilever on the bare graphite
surface, as well as at the step edge are depicted in Fig. 6.12. The quality factor at the
step edge is reduced by a factor of 4.5 and confirms a higher damping factor at the step.
Furthermore, the resonance frequency is shifted by ∆fshift = 0.29 kHz towards higher
frequencies.
Again simulations with the spring-mass system (Fig. 6.14) are performed in order to understand the local resonance curves on the surface and at the step edge. In contrast to the

Figure 6.12: Experimental resonance curves on a graphite surface (red) and at a surface step
(blue). The off-resonant excitation frequency is swept over a frequency band around fres /3. The
oscillation amplitude is increased at the surface step and the resonance frequency is shifted towards
a higher frequency. Furthermore, higher dissipation at the step is accompanied by a decreased
quality factor Q = 195 in comparison to the quality on graphite Q = 879.
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Figure 6.13: The frictional barrier of a monoatomic surface step affects the interaction between
tip and surface at the defect. This variation in the surface potential causes an increased lateral
force (compare Fig. 6.9 (d)) which influences the non-linear interaction during modulation and
leads to an increased oscillation amplitude.

previous simulations, now for each data point in Fig. 6.14 (c), the surface is modulated
by a fixed off-resonant frequency and amplitude. The third harmonic amplitude of the
mass oscillation is extracted by performing a fast Fourier transformation. This obtains
the complete cantilever resonance curves in the frequency domain.
Three simulated curves are depicted in Fig. 6.14 which illustrate the amplitude response
on the surface and at the step edge around the cantilever resonance frequency fres . The
interaction on the surface is described by an adequate dissipative force resulting in a small
resonance amplitude (red curve). At the step, the frictional barrier of a monoatomic surface step (lateral potential is shown in Fig. 6.13) is used. The corresponding curve (light
blue square markers) shows an increased amplitude but decreased quality factor Q by a
factor of 5.8, similar to the experimental data.
However, a striking discrepancy between experiment and simulation is observed for the
frequency shift of the resonance curve. While the experiment shows a shift of the cantilever resonance to higher frequencies, the simulation predicts an opposite shift to lower
frequencies. Please note that the relative amplitudes, the Q-factors and frequency shift
magnitude depend on the chosen simulation parameters, however, the negative frequency
shift direction is fixed, and cannot be changed to become positive within a meaningful
range of parameters. Therefore, it is concluded that conceptually one important parameter is missing in the simulation.
In the next step, a modified interaction is used in the simulation by adding an elastic response of the step edge (see Fig. 6.14). The resonance frequency fres of the bending mode
is determined by the spring constant of the cantilever klever in Fig. 6.14 (a). A virtual
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Figure 6.14: (a) The cantilever is represented by a spring-mass system for simulations. (b) Step
edges cause higher interactions and in addition an elastic deformation provokes an increased resonance frequency fres . (c) Simulated single-frequency amplitude response caused by a modulation
amplitude Amod = 0.25 nm at fres /3. Friction on the surface is described by γ = 1.35 · 10−6 Ns/m
and Ffriction = 0.05 nN. At the step edge Ffriction = 0.05 nN, increased damping γ = 1.35 · 10−5
Ns/m, the step edge defect barrier and a spring constant kstep = 7.5 N/m affect the mass.

spring constant kstep couples parallel to the cantilever in Fig. 6.14 (b) which represents
an elasticity of the step and results in a higher effective spring constant keff of the system
keff = klever + kstep .

(6.6)

Now the elastic response of the step edge causes a resonance shift towards higher frequencies (see dark blue markers in Fig. 6.14 (c)) in qualitative agreement with the experimental
observation.

6.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, surface defects on graphite (HOPG) using fractional resonance excitation in
dynamic friction force microscopy were analyzed. The dynamic friction images do not only
show surface steps but also reveal grain boundaries which are not visible in the topography.
Corresponding simulations show that the dynamic friction signal from grain boundaries is
of similar magnitude as from step edges, giving a qualitative insight into image contrast
mechanisms. A fine-structure in the friction signal along defects and step edges can be
identified which also shows up in the simulations. A quantitative comparison between
simulation and experiments remains difficult due to several unknown parameters in the
tip-sample contact.
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The band-excitation method is adapted to the experimental setup for a more detailed
investigation of friction interaction at a step edge. Experimental and simulated resonance
curves indicate, that a decreased quality factor Q at the defect results due to increased
energy dissipation when the tip crosses the step edge. Further, elastic properties of the
topmost layer are found which can have a strong impact on the resonance curve signal
and must be considered for the interpretation of the dynamic FFM images. The elasticity
of mono- to multilayer graphene sheets has been shown to influence conventional FFM
imaging already [110]. The method of fractional resonance excitation dynamic FFM seems
to be very sensitive to those surface elasticities.
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7 Summary
In conclusion, a fractional resonance excitation technique in dynamic friction force microscopy is introduced which can map local friction with high sensitivity.
A lateral sample modulation in the direction of a cantilever long-axis, with an excitation
frequency below the natural eigenfrequency of the cantilever beam fmod < fres , excites
dynamic oscillations of the bending mode. Frictional interactions at the tip-sample contact induce lever beam resonance oscillations at fres which can be extracted by a lock-in
detection scheme. In addition, normal deflections of the cantilever due to a comparatively
slow scanning movement of the tip are controlled by a feedback loop and reflect the topography of the sample surface.
The cantilever beam vibrates in resonance if the modulation frequency matches an integer
fraction of the bending mode resonance fmod = fres /n with n = 1, ..., 5 (fractional excitation frequencies). The highest signal-to-noise ratio is reached at one third of the resonance
fmod = fres /3.
A phenomenological model based on a spring-mass system is developed for a detailed
analysis of the non-linear oscillation state. A constant friction value Ffriction provokes
stick-slip interactions between tip and surface. The friction force adheres the tip to the
surface during the stick parts, where the cantilever oscillates at the modulation frequency.
In contrast, if the lever spring force overcomes the acting friction force the tip starts to
slide over the surface and the cantilever beam partially oscillates at resonance fres .
The non-linear tip sliding mechanism sets in as soon as the excitation amplitude exceeds a
certain threshold Atrans . For small modulation amplitudes a linear response results, where
the cantilever tip sticks to the surface and directly follows the modulation movement.
With an increasing modulation amplitude the transition from static-to-sliding is reached
and the tip starts to slide across the surface.
At the transition point, the arising resonance frequency component A(fres ) in the nonlinear cantilever response can be extracted by a lock-in amplifier. A feedback setup is
developed which can control the modulation amplitude at the stick-to-slip transition. Different lattice orientations of graphite grains influence the image contrast which can be
explained by the graphite flake scenario. Frictional aging during sticking of the tip can be
neglected due to very short hold times.
The topography of antimony nanoparticles influences the resonance frequency fres of the
dynamic cantilever oscillation. A single-frequency fres friction image consequently depicts
artificial signal variations caused by variations of local surface gradients. The images represent frequency shifts due to variations of the particle topography.
Furthermore, surface defects on graphite using fractional resonance excitation have been
analyzed. The dynamic friction images do not only show surface steps but also reveal grain
boundaries which are not visible in the topography. Corresponding simulations show that
the dynamic friction signal from grain boundaries is of similar magnitude as from step
edges, providing a qualitative insight into image contrast mechanisms. A fine-structure
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in the friction signal along defects and step edges is identified which also appears in the
simulations.
A band-excitation method is adapted to the setup for a more detailed investigation of
friction interaction at a step edge. Experimental and simulated resonance curves indicate
that a decreased quality factor Q at defects results due to increased energy dissipation
when the tip crosses the step edge. Further, elastic properties of the topmost layer can
have a strong impact on the resonance curve signal and must be considered for the interpretation of the dynamic FFM images.
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Appendix
Basic Spring-Mass Model for Simulations
The cantilever is represented by a spring-mass system with a predefined resonance frequency fres for simulations

fres

1
·
=
2π

r

kspring
.
m

(7.1)

Scripts for computer simulations are realized in the programming language phyton where
motion sequences are realized within short time steps ∆t.
Starting at a given time t, mass position xmass and velocity vmass during modulation with
a frequency fres /3 and modulation amplitude Amod are well-defined

xsurf = Amod · sin(2πfres /3 · t),

(7.2)

Figure 7.1: A spring-mass system is placed on top of a vibrating surface. The system is fixed to a
support and spring constant, as well as mass determine the resonance frequency fres . Spring force
and friction interaction at the tip-surface contact accelerate the mass. The resulting oscillation
response depends on frictional properties and the movement state of the surface.
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vsurf = dxsurf /dt.

(7.3)

Furthermore, mass position xmass and velocity vmass are determined for a given time t. A
restoring spring force acts on the mass depending on its deflection from the equilibrium
position x = 0
Fspring = −kspring · xmass .

(7.4)

Frictional interaction forces between mass and surface couple the mass oscillation to the
surface oscillation. The relative velocity between mass and surface vr = vmass − vsurf
determines the direction of a constant friction force Ffriction
Fconst. = −Ffriction · sgn(vr ),

(7.5)

and describes viscous damping γ
Fviscous = −γ · vr .

(7.6)

A half-step method is used for an integration of Newton’s equation of motion and calculates
the mass oscillation. A detailed description of the Euler-Richardson method is given by
Gatland [83].
This method calculates half-step points for t + ∆t/2. The total force accelerates the mass
and half-step velocity and position can be calculated
amass = (Fspring + Fconst. + Fviscous )/m,
′
vmass
x′mass

(7.7)

= vmass + amass · ∆t/2,

(7.8)

= xmass + vmass · ∆t/2.

(7.9)

For t + ∆t/2, all relevant half-step parameters of mass and surface are recalculated
′
′
′
a′mass = (Fspring
+ Fconst.
+ Fviscous
)/m.

(7.10)

The half-step acceleration and velocity are used to calculate the new parameters
vmass, new = vmass + a′mass · ∆t,
xmass, new = xmass +

′
vmass

· ∆t.

(7.11)
(7.12)

These new values represent the position and velocity at t + ∆t and are used for the calculation of the next time step.
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